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DATE:  September 20, 2012 
 
TO:  CBOC Members 
 
FROM:  Paul Turner 
 
SUBJECT: Materials for the CBOC Meeting on September 25, 2012  
 
 
Please find enclosed the following materials that have been prepared for your review 
for the CBOC meeting scheduled from 6:00-9:15 p.m. on Tuesday, September 25, 2012, 
at the Curruth Administration Center, in the Board Auditorium: 
  
Agenda-Related Material: 

• Agenda 
• Meeting Summary – April, 2012 
• Meeting Summary – June, 2012 
• Meeting Summary –August, 2012 
• Safety Update 
• Program Contingency Updates 

 
Copies of the April and June meetings are also included, because there was not a 
quorum present at either the May or June meetings, thus approval is pending.  Also, the 
HUB Report, Technology Report and draft CBOC Report to the Board of Trustees will be 
provided via email on Tuesday morning, along with the Project managers reports.  Your 
service to the AISD and its students and staff is very much appreciated.  Please contact 
me if I can be of further assistance (414-3050).  
 
 
 
 



 

 

Community Bond Oversight Committee  
Tuesday, September 25, 2012 

6:00 PM – 9:00 PM 
Board Auditorium 

 
 
 

6:00-6:05 Call to Order, Approval of Minutes, & Review of Materials-----Tri-Chairs 
 Recognition of visitors 
 CBOC Meeting – open meeting 
 The CBOC will adhere to the agenda set by the chairs 

 
6:05 – 6:20 Citizens’ Communication--------------------------------------------------------Citizens 
 
6:20 – 6:40 Technology Update----------------------------------------------------------------John Alawneh 
 
6:40 - 7:20 Subcommittee Meetings----------------------------------------------------------Project Managers 
 
7:20 - 7:40 Subcommittee Reports-----------------------------------------------------------Chairs  
 
7:40 - 8:10 HUB Update------------------------------------------------------------------------HUB Consultants  
             
8:10 - 8:30 Safety Update----------------------------------------------------------------------Safety Consultants 
 
8:30 - 8:45 Program Contingency Update--------------------------------------------------Curt Shaw 
 
8:45 – 8:55 Follow-up to Wage Rate Compliance Update--------------------------------Curt Shaw 
 
8:55 - 9:10 Format for CBOC Draft Report to the AISD Board of Trustees---------Chairs 
 
9:10 - 9:15 Updates & Agenda Items for Next Meeting -----------------------------------Chairs 

 Next meeting is October 23, 2012-Location- Board Auditorium 
 Subcommittee Meetings 
 Subcommittee Reports 
 Follow Up to CBOC Report to the Board of Trustees 
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COMMUNITY BOND OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE 
April 24, 2012 Meeting Summary 

 
 

Committee Members in 
Attendance 
Willis Adams 

Wes Amberboy 
Nan Clayton 
Mike Crevier 

Ashton Cumberbatch 
Shellda Grant 
Staley Gray 

Jackie Hawkins 
Bobby Jenkins 

Rashaanne Lewis 
Robert Pellette 

Jim Recek 
Steve Rogers 
Dale Sump 

Robert Thomas 
Arthur Turner 

Kennard Wright 
Peck Young 

Ricardo Zavala 
 

Absent Members 
Margarito Aranda (resigned) 

Cari Clark 
Janet Dewey 

Lawrence Huang 
Beverly Mendez 
Mary Ann Neely 

Sarah Price 
Jeff Walker 

 

Staff Members in 
Attendance 
Mario Alaniz 

Randy Baldwin 
Marc Brewster 

Bruce Davis 
Craig Estes 

Lawrence Fryer 
Maria Guerra 

Mark Harris 
Flo Rice 

Curt Shaw 
Paul Turner 

 
Others in Attendance 

Shelly Gupta – Hahn, Texas 
Laura Kunz – Hahn, Texas 

Jo Kallison – Rogers & Whitley

 
Agenda: 
 
I. Call to Order, Approval of Minutes, & Review of Materials 
II. Citizens’ Communication 
III. Subcommittee Meetings 
IV. Subcommittee Reports 
V. HUB Report Feedback 
VI. Updates & Agenda Items for Next Meeting 
 
I. Call to Order, Approval of Minutes, & Review of Materials 

Bobby Jenkins called the meeting to order.  
 
Next, Mr. Cumberbatch invited questions and modifications to the agenda from other 
CBOC members. He then reviewed minutes for the March 27, 2012, meeting. The minutes 
were approved as written. 
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Mr. Cumberbatch introduced new member, Mike Crevier, appointed by Trustee Moya. 
The CBOC members introduced themselves to Mr. Crevier.  
 
Mr. Crevier introduced himself to the members.  He is a retiring PTSA president and has a 
son in his senior year of high school.  He has worked for Texas Parks and Wildlife for the 
past 20 years, and prior to that worked in hotel management. 

 
II. Citizens’ Communication 

There were no speakers. 
 
III. Subcommittee Meetings 

The Committee met in geographical subcommittees (north, central and south) to review 
the status of the projects in their assigned areas. Members received updated information 
from AISD senior project managers and individual project managers in the following 
areas: 

 Project schedule 
 Project budget 
 General project information 
 Project environmental components 

 
IV. Subcommittee Reports 

At the conclusion of the subcommittee meetings, the committee reconvened for a 
group project discussion. Highlights of the individual subcommittee reports include: 
 
North 

 There are several projects in the close-out phase; the rest of the projects are 
going smoothly. 

 There are about 14 projects that are new in 2012, several of which have come in 
under bid; for example, the work at Pleasant Hill Annex was bid at about half the 
budgeted amount.  

 
New North Central Elementary School #1 
 The new school is coming along nicely and is on schedule. 
 They are getting ready to do site plan permitting and then building permitting, 

during this process, site work will continue to take place at the same time. 
 

Power Factor and Harmonic Distortion Correction Projects 
 These projects were on hold for a while as needs are determined. 
 Since 2009, the District has been using an electrical engineering firm to take 

readings at three selected schools in order to analyze the overall situation. 
 Next steps are to explore manufacturers and the equipment required to resolve 

the issues, as well as perform a cost-benefit analysis to determine the best 
solution.  Due to the reduced number of schools that will require the capacitors, 
the project is expected to generate additional program contingency.  The 
amount is not known at this time. 

 
A member mentioned that they asked north area project managers about HUB bid 
participation.  He said the lead project manager told him they have seen several HUB 
bids and one of the decent-sized projects around $160,000 will likely go to a HUB. The 
member also said HUBs have bid on several of the electrical work contracts. 
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Central 
 

Austin High School  
 The school did not pass the fire hydrant test due to lower-than-ideal water 

pressure, and the project manager islooking into options to resolve it; they don’t 
think this will be a major problem. 

 
Bus Terminal 
 The terminal is making good progress and is on schedule; they are currently five 

months into the project. 
 The staff and project managers are spending a lot of time and energy 

communicating with the neighborhood to keep them informed; the concerns 
include safety issues and traffic management. 

 Project managers are working with TXDOT to obtain a permit to build an 
easement to the west of the bus terminal, allowing a direct exit to the I-35 access 
road.  

 
Uphaus Early Childhood Demonstration Centerl 
 Most of the work is almost complete; there are about three months of work left, 

but the project is on schedule. 
 The construction was separated into five areas; construction is taking place in the 

areas one by one. 
 Freiderich Lane is under construction to expand the road from 24 to 41 feet; they 

are currently adding gutters/curbs and it will be complete soon. 
 

Kealing Middle School  
 A bid was awarded on April 23 to a HUB contractor, CS Advantage USAA, Inc., for 

the roofing work. 
 The awarded bid is $518,550 under the $1,000,000 construction budget. 

 
Brown Elementary School 
 A bid was awarded on April 23; the contractor has a portion of the contract 

going to a HUB. 
 The awarded bid is almost $250,000 under the construction budget of $580,000. 

 
Webb Middle School Portables for Elementary Grade Classroom Space 
 The work will require 20 portables total at Webb. Fourteen will be allocated for the 

elementary classrooms, and the remainder will be for the middle school to 
replace those that are being repurposed for the elementary classrooms. 

 The age groups will have separate facilities including separate library, cafeteria, 
gym and a small administration office. 

 
Alternative Education Learning Support Centers 
 These projects involve creating new facilities at campuses for discretionary 

removal of students; the new facilities will keep these students on campus. 
 Every middle school and high school will undergo construction to change areas 

on campus to add study carrels and other technology for students to be housed 
on campus. 

 
South 
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 There are water sewer projects at five schools focusing on sewer lines and sanitary 
issues, etc. at the request of city; the District currently expects to have about five 
bidders and is hoping to award all the work to one bidder. Work will begin when 
school is out. 

 
Graduation Pathways Education Program 
 This project is creating a separate part of school campuses to bring back students 

who are under age 21, and want to complete their high school education and 
receive their diploma. 

 The work is expected to cost between $316,000 and $370,000, but budget may 
have to be amended after beta testing and permitting.  

 Work will commence when staff can be moved out of the building; the facilities 
for the program should be ready by the time school starts next fall. 

 
Performing Arts Center 
 Staff is planning to go to the Board of Trustees in August for Board action final 

guaranteed maximum price. 
 The District is in final negotiations with the master developer regarding 

development of the liner property.  
 

Dobie Middle School Pre-K Center 
 This project will create a pre-K center with 14 portables at Dobie. 
 This will be a separate campus including a separate cafeteria. 
 The school will serve many students in the area who will be able to walk to school. 
 The project will be finished and ready by the fall. 

 
Anderson High School Elevator 
 In order to utilize the existing elevator hoistway, the elevator must be custom built 

requiring advance engineering and planning. 
 The District will put the project to bid in September after the design is finished.  
 The elevator will not be installed until July 2013, when it is not needed by staff and 

students.  
 

Soccer Fields 
 The environmental assessment showed issues with the wetlands. 
 The design has changed somewhat now, and will receive another assessment in 

next two to three weeks. Project managers will have more updates at the next 
meeting. 

 
New North Central Elementary School #2 (Undesignated) 
 Because there was no land available for the construction of a new facility. District 

is pursuing adaptive reuse of an existing structure. 
 This is the first time AISD will take this approach, though it has been done in other 

urban districts; it could result in possible savings. 
 

A member asked how the District determined what the population is for the 
Graduation Pathways Educations Program in respect to needs for building a 
permanent facility. A member responded that it was noted that the facility may not 
be permanent if the program itself is not successful. Mr. Shaw explained that the 
facility is designed to serve about 120 students that have been identified.  Mr. Fryer 
went on to explain that in the first year, if the level of interest is high enough, they will 
look at expanding it district wide (presently it will just be at Lanier and Travis).   
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Another member asked about the after-hours logistics and how they will manage 
access to the school since regular hours end earlier in the day. Mr. Shaw explained 
that the program rooms will be situated in a part of the building where they can 
enter and leave at alternate hours from the rest of the school.  

 
Another member commented that identifying potential participants for this program 
isn’t the problem, it’s establishing contact with them so they will actually participate. 
He noted that if the program is run properly, it will help the district graduation rate 
and will help the kids, but if you can’t reach the kids that are potential participants 
then it won’t help.  

 
Another member mentioned that they might offer classes in the early morning and 
evening more than mid-day because many of the potential students could likely be 
working and not able to come in at that time.  

 
Mr. Jenkins informed the CBOC members that this would be his last meeting as he is stepping 
down from his role as the co-chair of the CBOC. He thanked staff and members and expressed 
his thanks in getting to work with a dedicated group of individuals.  
 
V. HUB Report Update 

Mr. Young provided the HUB Subcommittee update. 
 
The HUB Subcommittee met with the AISD Contracts Attorney, Jo Kallison, from Rogers & 
Whitley, along with staff to address issues discussed in the March meeting. 
 
Mr. Turner walked the committee through the HUB Response Status document noting the 
new language is underlined in the document while the strikethroughs indicate text that 
has been removed. 
 
For each staff response, the subcommittee included references to documents 
(conditions contracts, construction contracts or solicitation documents) that pertain to 
the response. Mr. Turner offered to make the referenced documents available upon 
request. Ms. Kallison noted that the documents referenced are only the ones that 
incorporated changes from the findings and recommendations, but these references do 
not encompass all the documents involved. 
 
Bid Process 
In terms of packaging the bids to make them more accessible to HUBs and smaller firms, 
discussion of this has been added to the agenda for the pre-bid and pre-proposal 
conferences and language has been added to the solicitation documents in final form. 
 
Language requiring all prime bidders/proposers to share feedback with subcontractor, 
who submitted bids, to help them understand how their bid compares to those from 
other contractors has been integrated into solicitation and contract documents. Mr. 
Turner explained the new HUB consultant has not yet been selected, so for now, staff will 
work to get disclosure statements posted online. Mr. Turner noted that the HUB consultant 
hiring was postponed until the May Board meeting due to Board questions.  

 
Listing HUB Firms on Disclosure Statements for Projects but not Using Them 
A member explained that contractors have to inform the District of a change in the 
subcontractor. If The District discovers a contractor has switched the subcontractor after 
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the contract was awarded, the District is in the position to terminate the contract with 
the contractor without disrupting the construction process and find someone else to 
build the project. He reminded the members that this discovery of the "bait and switch" 
happens early in the process and will not happen towards the end of a project causing 
disruption to the project completion. 
 
A member emphasized that contractors do, in fact, "bait and switch" and the District has 
to be serious about this issue. He said the District should use the repercussions available to 
the fullest extent if the contractor doesn’t try in good faith to resolve the issue. 
 
A member commented that the language on page three of the document states AISD 
“may” pursue all remedies against the Prime Contractor and the language didn’t sound 
strong enough. Ms. Kallison explained that it was done to leave flexibility for the District to 
take action.  She explained that the language currently there is standard form.  Mr. 
Young stated that using “may” is too soft and the District wants to make it clear that the 
District will take strong action.  He suggested, “shall and will” pursue action.  
 
A member asked for clarification on whether the CBOC members were looking at 
language to be incorporated into a contract or just into the policy statement.  Another 
member responded that the language is only for policy.  A member said that as a policy, 
it's important that actions are mandatory so that the people in charge of enacting the 
repercussions will take action.    
 
A member motioned to change “may” to “shall” and it was seconded.  The motion 
passed.  
 
A member asked if the policy the CBOC was reviewing would be something the Board 
would approve.  Mr. Shaw explained that there are parts of the policy the Board doesn’t 
have to approve. The CBOC has the ability to add language to contracts to update and 
strengthen the policy as long as it doesn’t affect the overarching policy as a whole. 
 
Mr. Cumberbatch clarified to the committee members that use of “shall” indicates the 
opportunity to pursue any or none of the actions that follow it.  
 
Payment Processing 
Mr. Turner explained that the District is continuously working to improve payment 
processing. They are receiving feedback on areas that need improvement, as well as 
seeing positive responses from subcontractors.   
 
A member commented that the threat of future evaluation of prior performance doesn’t 
solve the problem of slow payment or non-payment.  Mr. Turner indicated that when the 
District gets a complaint from the subcontractor that they have not been paid, the 
District reaches out to the primary contractor to address the issue.  
 
Mr. Cumberbatch explained that a contractor is charged interest on the payment for 
not paying on time. In addition to the interest, the next time the contractor submits a bid 
and the District is evaluating points, the District can then deduct points because of the 
contractor’s past actions.  That is meant to be the understanding of future evaluation of 
prior performance.  
 
Another member asked if, when a subcontractor indicates it hasn’t been paid, the 
District can withhold a portion of the payment. Alternatively, the member asked if there 
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was a point at which the District can directly pay the subcontractor and withhold 
payment to the general contractor if a certain amount of time has passed without 
payment.  
 
A member asked why the District does not use certified payments in which a contractor 
must certify what payments will be made to subcontractors in advance, which seems to 
solve the problem. Ms. Kallison indicated that she is aware of certified checks, but is not 
aware of certified payments. She went on to explain there are state laws in place for the 
subcontractor to exercise his or her right to payment for work.  The obligation of the 
contractor to pay the subcontractors is part of the contractual agreement with the 
District, and the District has the ability to consider the contractor under material default 
in this situation, because nonpayment is a violation of contract, just as is "bait and 
switch". Anything considered violation of contract is covered under those same 
repercussions.  
 
Another member asked if, in addition to the information on the HUB Response Status 
document pertaining to incurring interest when prompt payment Is not forthcoming, 
there are others rules and sections of the contractual documents that are applicable to 
this issue.   
 
Mr. Cumberbatch explained that the HUB Response Status document doesn’t contain all 
the processes and penalties. The request to Ms. Kallison was to take provisions in the 
contract having to do with incurring interest and make them plainer for contractors. 
There are other provisions in place requiring payment and allowing for withholding of 
payment.   
 
Mr. Cumberbatch asked what role the District has in helping ensure prompt payment 
and how the District could help contractors.  A member commented that the simplest 
way to fix the nonpayment issue is for AISD to tell the prime contractor they will not be 
paid until the issue is straightened out.  If the District withholds payments, the issue will get 
resolved quickly. 
  
Another member commented that in the "bait and switch" discussion, it’s considered part 
of the contract that the contractor doesn’t change subcontractors after the contract is 
awarded, and by doing so the contractor breaks the agreement and is subject to 
material default penalties. The member asked if we can do the same regarding prompt 
payment to subs. He added the District should take it personally and see it as breach of 
contract.  Ms. Kallison explained that there is language allowing the District to see 
nonpayment as breaking contract, and there is language in place about withholding 
payment as well. 
 
A member asked Ms. Kallison what certified payments are. She explained that she only 
knows of certified checks, which are bank-issued checks equivalent to cash.  Mr. Shaw 
clarified that the member was likely thinking of a certified payroll that specifies the 
amount owed to certain individuals.  Mr. Shaw explained that such a document signed 
by the contractor would indicate the general contractor would pay.  Another member 
asked if such a document would be used for the District to guarantee payment to the 
subcontractors, Mr. Shaw explained that the District doesn’t see a breakdown of how 
much money goes to each subcontractor, rather a broader level of overall work 
completion.  In a certified payroll, there is a very high level of breakdown (from dirt 
haulers to equipment rental to excavators) that the District doesn’t see.  
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Another member asked about the ability to enforce all the actions that were being 
discussed. He asked whether the District has enough staff on hand for such work and 
whether the Trustees believe they have done enough by allowing the subcontractor to 
come to the District and advise that they are not being paid.  There are larger issues at 
hand - the subcontractor could choose to get an attorney, but subcontractors don’t 
want to anger the prime contractor and risk losing future work. He asked at what level 
the District says it will no longer add personnel to the District payroll to ensure every 
external entity is doing its job.  The member suggested a serious conversation with staff to 
find out where they feel they can be more aggressive.  
 
A member then suggested that the contractor be required to submit a certified payroll 
that the District doesn’t have to review unless a subcontractor indicates they aren’t 
being paid.  
 
Another member explained that if AISD requires certified payroll, they are required to 
follow up and ensure the money went where it was supposed to even if there are no 
complaints of nonpayment, adding more regulation and work that is difficult to manage.  
The member said that the bigger issue is the subcontractor feeling okay coming forward 
without losing business in the future with that prime contractor or other prime contractors. 
 
Another member asked Ms. Kallison if her directive was simply to make the language on 
incurring interest clear.  He wanted clarification if there was language that allowed 
withholding of payment in the contracts and other documents.  The member requested 
the recommendations from the CBOC Hub Subcommittee be passed on to the Board at 
the end of the process. It was suggested that the language regarding withholding 
payment should be added into the HUB Response Status document so they are fully 
aware of all actions they may take.  
 
A member made a motion for the recommendation regarding failure to pay 
subcontractors to include language on both withholding payment as well as incurring 
interest. another member seconded.  The motion passed. 
 
Another member commented most contractors do, in fact, pay their subcontractors 
because the prime contractor can’t complete the work without them. Most of the 
penalties already exist.  
 
A member asked if the HUB consultant would verify subcontractors have been paid. Mr. 
Shaw explained that in general, that is not their role. Mr. Shaw added that former HUB 
consultants, upon hearing about nonpayment or slow payment issues from 
subcontractors, have passed that information on to the District staff and will continue to 
do so.  

 
Contract Award Process 
A member asked if there would be bylaws for the screening committee.  Mr. Turner 
indicated that there is no current requirement in law or District policy that would guide 
this.  The idea of forming the committee was to not concentrate the responsibility of 
awarding contracts in the hands of just a few people or one department; they should 
instead reach across the organization with a diverse group of people. The goal was to be 
more inclusive and ensure diversity and representation on the screening committee. 
Currently the committee has a good breakdown of representatives that reflects AISD's 
demographics. 
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Another member asked if the screening committee was aware of issues being discussed 
by the HUB Subcommittee. Mr. Turner explained that the Status Response document is 
something the screening committee will receive so they are aware of the issues. 
 
A member commented that the screening committee should be explained in greater 
detail so the public knows what is going on.  It would help build trust and would result in 
minimum input with maximum results. Mr. Turner agreed that things could be explained 
better.  

 
In regards to making the screening process for RFQs and RFPs more transparent, Mr. 
Turner explained that the criteria and rating system for RFQ's aren’t currently posted 
because the District wants to avoid receiving responses that simply focus on the required 
criteria and do not comprehensively address the design elements for the project under 
consideration.  The evaluation criteria for Construction Manager at Risk and Competitive 
Sealed Proposals will be posted on the Construction Management website.   

 
A member made a motion to adopt the document as final pending the changes 
addressed. The motion was seconded and the motion passed.   
 
Mr. Cumberbatch thanked Ms. Kallison for her attendance and for providing valuable 
insight.  
 

VI. Updates & Agenda Items for Next Meeting 
 Next meeting is May 22, 2012 – Location - Board Auditorium 
 Subcommittee Meetings 
 Subcommittee Reports 
 Site Acquisition Update 

 
[Bold italicized language indicates a new lesson learned.] 
 
Lessons Learned 
 

A. Pre-Election Activities/Bond Program Planning: 
1. Identify new schools using the description of schools to be relieved, rather than 

geographic designations. 
2. For larger, more complex projects, enlist paid services of architects, engineers, and 

appropriate construction professionals to conduct extensive and comprehensive 
site analysis to determine the scope and budget for the project. 

3. As the AISD gears up for the next bond program, it should utilize the oversight 
model established in the 2004 Bond Program. 

4. Additional contingency funds should be included in future bond programs to 
cover unexpected issues that may arise when older district facilities are renovated 
or repaired. 

5. Project scope of work needs to be clearly defined to prevent misunderstandings 
by the community as to what the project should entail. (Added in November 
2010.) 

B. CBOC─ Establishment and Procedures: 
1. Appoint CBOC members immediately after the bond initiative is passed. 
2. A thorough discussion of committee processes, procedures and charge is needed 

when the CBOC is first appointed. 
3. A simple English statement of what the charge is would help future committees. 
4. Responsible stewardship involves providing adequate resources to maintain and 
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operate new schools and new construction properly. 
5. The process used by the CBOC to establish its structure and working committees 

was very successful. 
6. Schedule a retreat immediately after the CBOC is appointed and completes the 

self-evaluation tool at least twice annually. 
7. The Survey Committee should develop its own list of “lessons learned”. 

a. There should NOT be different surveys for each campus due to the need to 
compile data. Therefore, one survey will be created with all campuses listed 
and the first question will ask them to select their campus. Note: There will still 
be personalized emails, with individual project descriptions, sent to each 
campus. 

b. One person should have central responsibility for collection and distribution of 
surveys. 

C. Program Management: 
1. An additional 15% of square footage should be added to the educational 

specifications to allow for circulation. (Barton Hills) 
2. Front load the implementation of the bond construction program. Spending funds 

earlier helps reduce the impact of inflation on available bond funds. 
3. Differentiate between the dates for the completion of construction and when a 

building can be occupied. The general public believes the “completion of 
construction” date is the same as the date a building can be occupied. 

4. Establish a process with well-delineated criteria for determining the use of 
contingency funds. 

5. Since contingency funds are more readily available in earlier projects and less 
available for projects scheduled in later phases, committee and staff need to be 
mindful of maintaining equity for all projects. 

6. Because principals are key participants in the success of a construction project, a 
training workshop by construction management staff should be provided to new 
principals who have no experience with construction projects. 

7. Projects should be broken down into smaller packages to allow smaller contractors 
to bid these projects. The benefits of this approach are that bids would be at or 
below the project budget, and the District would be less dependent on the large 
contractors. 

8. In order to better deal with problems related to obtaining permits from the City of 
Austin, which have caused numerous delays and have increased the number of 
change orders, CBOC members recommended that staff: 
a. Research the city requirements before establishing a budget for renovations. 
b. Have the Construction Management staff and City Health Department 

conduct a survey of the kitchens to determine in advance what an architect 
should include in the design. 

c. Have a debriefing session with city officials at the director level and strategize 
on how to improve the permitting process. 

9. Separate items not requiring a permit from projects so that these components may 
be completed while the other project components obtain the necessary permits. 
An example of this was seen with the kitchen renovation projects; the installation 
of dishwashers, which does not require any permit, was separated from other 
project components that require permits. This allowed the dishwasher installations 
to proceed. 

10. When designing a building, allow sufficient space in the crawl space for easy 
access. This will make it easier to repair pipes or other fixtures that must be 
accessed through the crawl space. 

11. The Superintendent and the City Manager should meet and work together to 
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establish a culture of cooperation between two public entities, which would 
facilitate permitting and code issues that frequently arise during construction or 
renovation projects. Too often, lower level city staff does not feel authorized to 
deviate from the letter of a regulation, which hinders any flexibility in creating 
solutions that could benefit both the District and the City. 

12. The City should distinguish between code issues that are relevant and necessary 
versus those that are clearly outside the scope of work presented and very 
expensive for the District to undertake. The City should grant the District leniency 
for those code issues that fall into the latter category. 

13. Delays in land acquisition are costly. The District should consider selling surplus 
property and reinvesting in potential future sites as a cost reduction mechanism. 
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 COMMUNITY BOND OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE 
June 26, 2012 Meeting Summary 

 
Committee Members in  

Attendance 
Willis Adams 
Cari Clark 

Nan Clayton 
Ashton Cumberbatch 

Janet Dewey 
Jackie Hawkins 

Lawrence Huang 
Beverly Mendez 
Mary Ann Neely 
Robert Pellette 

Jim Recek 
Steve Rogers 
Dale Sump 

Kennard Wright 
Ricardo Zavala 

 
Absent Members 
Wes Amberboy 

Mike Crevier 
Shellda Grant 
Staley Gray 

Roseanne Lewis 
Sarah Price  
Jeff Walker 

Robert Thomas 
Arthur Turner 
Peck Young 

Staff Members in  
Attendance 

Randy Baldwin 
Chaneel Daniels 

Craig Estes 
Lawrence Fryer 

Mark Harris 
Irene Krill 

Curt Shaw 
Paul Turner 

Terry Wadsworth 
 

Others in Attendance 
Shelly Gupta – Hahn, Texas 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Agenda: 
 
I. Call to Order, Approval of Minutes, & Review of Materials 
II. Citizens’ Communication 
III. Subcommittee Meetings 
IV. Subcommittee Reports 
V. Approval of CBOC Bylaws 
VI. Discussion of CBOC July Site Tour 
VII. Program Contingency Update 
VIII. Updates & Agenda Items for Next Meeting 
 
I. Call to Order, Approval of Minutes, & Review of Materials 

The Chair, Ashton Cumberbatch called the meeting to order.  
 
The Chair invited questions or modifications to the agenda from the CBOC members. The 
May 22, 2012 meeting minutes were approved.  The April 24, 2012 meeting minutes were 
not approved in the May meeting due to no quorum present and approval will be 
requested at the next CBOC meeting.  
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Chair, Ashton Cumberbatch announced that Steve Rogers had agreed to serve as 
CBOC co-chair, noting that Mr. Rogers is one of the original members of the 2004 CBOC.   

 
The Chair introduced Chaneel Daniels, the new Assistant Director for Facilities and Bond 
Services and Irene Krill, the new Project Facilitator. The members welcomed both Ms. 
Daniels and Ms. Krill.  

 
II. Citizens’ Communication 

There were no speakers. 
 
III. Subcommittee Meetings 

The Committee met in geographical subcommittees (north, central and south) to review 
the status of the projects in their assigned areas. Members received updated information 
from AISD senior project managers and individual project managers in the following 
areas: 

 Project schedule 
 Project budget 
 General project information 
 Project environmental components 

 
IV. Subcommittee Reports 

At the conclusion of the subcommittee meetings, the committee reconvened for a 
group project discussion. Highlights of the individual subcommittee reports include: 

 
Central 
 Everything is going well with several projects in warranty or final stages of close-

out. 
 Approximately $10.7 million in contingency fund projects have been allocated to 

critical renovation projects.  These projects are underway and include replacing 
HVAC systems, roofing and a variety of other renovations. 

 
House Park 
 The project is in its final stages and staff is waiting on the final change order to 

close out.  
 
Austin High School  
 Project managers are waiting for Austin Fire Department to conduct the second 

hydrant test. 
 

New Bus Terminal 
 The site is ready for the concrete to be poured for the parking lot. 
 Due to the heat, the pouring of the concrete will take place during the 6 a.m. to 

2:30 p.m. hours. The neighboring residents are aware of the times and have been 
understanding. 

 
Uphaus Early Childhood Demonstration Center 
 Construction is in the substantial completion phase. 
 Project managers anticipate construction to be completed earlier than 

anticipated.  This allows ample time to prepare for incoming students.  
 It was reported that to get a City of Austin (COA) Certificate of Occupancy, 95 

percent of the vegetation must be in place. Workers are spraying Bermuda 
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hydromulch and it will be ready when school starts.  
 

A question was raised if project managers receive an exemption for watering due to 
current watering restrictions. A project manager indicated they have an exemption 
for 30 days.  
 
A member added that in the past, the District was able to get a delay on the 
vegetation requirements for a small project.  

 
Power Factor and Harmonic Distortion Correction 
 It was determined that of the more than 170 meter locations, 60-65 of these need 

power factor correction work.  This allows 40 percent or $5,945,150 of the total 
funds allocated to be reallocated to program contingency funds. 

 
North 

 Approximately 40 projects are in various stages of bidding and completion.  
 Many project are awaiting permits from the COA due to a backlog of permit 

applications,  
 

New North Central Elementary #1 
 Project managers anticipate more revisions from the COA, with the expectation 

to have a final site plan ready for approval around the third week of July. 
 

Anderson High School Elevator 
 The engineer originally selected could not reach an agreement with the District.  

The District is working to come to an agreement with the second ranked 
engineer.  
 

South 
 

St. Elmo Elementary School  
 The District is still waiting on permits from the COA. 

 
Water/Sanitary Sewer Work Projects 
 All projects are making progress and within the planned timeline.   
 Walkways are planned in the future. 
 Walnut Creek Elementary School requires more work than the other sites.  This was 

anticipated and included in the budget. The required permit for this work has 
been issued. 

 Due to AISD summer programs at some of the project sites, work was delayed; 
however completion is anticipated before school begins.  

 
Dobie Middle School Pre-K Center 
 Decks and ramps are in place, but walkways, etc. are planned at a later time. 
 Workers experienced delays from the City of Austin for approval of electrical 

work. 
 The project is operating on a very tight timeframe, but will be complete (with the 

exception of some outside work), prior to the beginning of school and will open 
as planned. 

 
Graduation Pathways at Lanier and Travis High Schools 
 Some staff are being reassigned/ relocated to other rooms in order to complete 
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all necessary work.  
 At Travis, workers have attempted renovations above the ceiling grid and found it 

problematic. The electrical conduit was attached to the ceiling grid and this 
created a three day delay.  A small contractor is working on this project, and the 
project manager may discuss a more optimum timeframe with the contractor, as 
well as explore the option of additional help to complete the work.   

 
Performing Arts Center 
 The District is working on the building liner issues with Catellus. A meeting is 

scheduled with them to resolve the Issue.  The designs are complete and the 
District is waiting to close in order to begin work.  

 
Soccer Fields 
 The COA and the District met after the environmental assessment and adjusted 

where the fields will be located on the site.  The COA will determine how to 
achieve goals for the same site as well.  

 The field will be an official competition field where UIL events may be held.  
 

New North Central Elementary #2 (Undesignated) 
 The proposed site is located on Rundberg and 183 in close proximity to Metric 

Boulevard.  
 This is an adaptive reuse project in a heavily residential area.  
 The District expects to see most students walking to school. 
 As the design is developed they will be areas for playgrounds, bus drop-offs, etc. 

  
Members asked about the building’s original use and Mr. Shaw responded that the 
facility was a manufacturing firm for light fixtures.  He went on to explain the original 
budget was for 32 classrooms, with the possibility for another eight, depending on the 
budget. The site can accommodate an additional eight classrooms; however the District 
will consider how the budget will be impacted to fully maximize and build out the space.  

 
V. Approval of CBOC Bylaws 

it was explained that there were a few unresolved issues with the CBOC bylaws. Paul 
Turner met with AISD general counsel to follow up on issues raised in the last meeting.   
 
Article IV: Meetings, Section Three: Open Meetings 
Code Chapter 551 Section 551.042, requirements for open meetings states governmental 
bodies shall give written notice of the date, hour, place, and subject of each meeting.  
Governmental bodies are required to post agendas to provide advance notice to the 
public and an opportunity to speak at the meeting. 
 
It was pointed out that Government Code Section 551.042 regarding inquiries made by 
the public at meetings allow sfor two instances in which advance notice does not apply:  
 A statement of specific factual information given in response to an inquiry from the 

public;  or 
 A recitation of existing policy in response to the inquiry. 
 
Members questioned language that stated: “There shall be no dialogue between 
speakers and members of the CBOC.”  
 
It was explained this guideline is not intended to prevent discussion among members, 
however such discussions with speakers (the public) would constitute a change in the 
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agenda for which there was no public notice in violation of open meetings policy. 
Members expressed concern that such dialogue could delay the meeting extensively 
and that there may be research required before an answer can be provided. He stated 
that in dealing with complex issues, it’s difficult to effectively engage on the spot.  
 
A member commented that this particular language seemed new and was In conflict 
with the following paragraph’s language that states: “During a specific meeting, a 
majority of the CBOC may extend the period of time allowed for citizen’s 
communications and/or waive the restriction on no dialogue between speakers and 
members of the CBOC.” 
 
It was noted that the language is intended to prevent an attempt by a citizen to 
sabotage a meeting by extending discussion to prevent the CBOC from proceeding on 
to other agenda items. This language allows for balance between managing time and 
allowing for important discussion.   
 
A member asked if the language allowing for an extension/waiving of the dialogue 
restriction meant the majority of CBOC Members present may make the decision, or if it 
was a majority of the committee. It was suggested that there be clarification of the 
language. A member asked if allowing extended discussion should subsequently require 
an amendment to the agenda.  
 
It was asked if allowing extended discussion should it would require an amendment to 
the agenda.   
 
An example from a past meeting was provided, when several people came in to speak 
regarding an issue at Anderson High School. It was a good idea to discuss it as an 
agenda item at for a future meeting.  Some topics come up requiring minimal time to 
resolve.  The committee can decide how to deal with it situation by situation.  Discussion 
followed and comments were made: 
 

 If any issue or discussion calls for a vote, the vote must take place after the 
agenda item is posted for a future meeting.   

 
 There are two requirements of the committee - to meet its responsibilities to the 

Board and to the public. If the dialogue meets either criterion, then it should be 
allowed.  The CBOC members can determine when to allow more time for 
discussion.  

 Dialogue between speakers and the CBOC members is not in conflict with the 
open meetings act.  

 The CBOC will operate within the open meetings act.   
 If a majority of the CBOC determines to continue the dialogue, the chairs can 

manage the discussion to keep the meeting on track.    
 Furthermore, if the committee decides to allow the discussion to continue, the 

language allows this. The open meetings act seeks to protect those who come 
with the intent of addressing an agenda item.  

 If the language in question allows more time and waiving the no dialogue 
guideline should be removed due to the preceding paragraph strictly stating that 
no dialogue shall take place.  Other members agreed that dialogue should either 
be allowed or not allowed – not both. 

 
 Ashton Cumberbatch said there were strong concerns in the past about 
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including the paragraph in question regarding the extension of citizens’ 
communication and waiving the no dialogue restriction. While some of the 
language could be revised, the idea was to give some balance to the process. 
There may be instances in which it doesn’t make sense to disallow dialogue.  

 
 Members asked how discussion could be stopped. Mr. Cumberbatch presented 

a hypothetical situation in which the chairs would inform the citizen that his or her 
time had expired, and then the committee would determine whether or not to 
allow an extension. 

 
 A member added that in extending the communication, the chairs should 

determine a specific amount of time. If the committee members opted not to 
extend time, the chairs would inform the visitor that the question would be 
addressed a future meeting. 

 
 Any committee member who is against allowing dialogue or time extension has 

this right and should feel free to exercise that right, but the language still is 
important to include, allowing flexibility. The member suggested revising the 
language to clarify, to eliminate any contradictions.  

 
 The member also pointed out that the bylaws indicate no votes may take place 

without a quorum so the language could not be revised to indicate “…a majority 
of the CBOC members present…”   Discussion followed: 

 
 The Chair responded, indicating how sending a visitor to discuss issues aside with 

a staff member is unofficial, with respect to the process and therefore should not 
be done. For instance, if a visitor had a question about a soccer field location, 
members could provide that information if possible, but not refer the citizen to a 
staff member during the meeting. 
 

 The CBOC is a citizen’s committee and members are not elected officials.  It is 
important for the committee to provide an open forum for community.  This 
committee has flexibility that the Board does not have, to dialogue or have 
discussion.   

 
 The committee has flexibility that the Board does not have, to dialogue or have 

discussion.  The language in the bylaws allows that. The committee agreed that 
the CBOC is perceived as the actual body, therefore dialogue and flexibility must 
be allowed.   
 

 The conflict in the language allowing and disallowing dialogue ties in with seeking 
input on surveys.  The CBOC cannot on one hand ask for the community to 
engage and then not allow it.   

 
 All members of the CBOC are in agreement with openness, transparency, and 

being inclusive, as allowed by the language. If someone else were to look at the 
bylaws, it might be offensive to see that a citizen can comment, but is not 
allowed to dialogue. Having the ability to dialogue to solve a problem or answer 
a question makes common sense. 

 
In summary, there is a consensus that members should have the ability to extend the 
dialogue.  The question is whether or not the law requires there be a quorum present to 
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vote on extending the time or if it can just be a majority present. If this is the case, this 
needs to be clarified in the language. Discussion continued: 
 

 A quorum is required to vote on anything.  It was asked if it could be worded that 
the chairs are allowed to make the decision on time.  If you don’t use the word 
“vote” there is no conflict with the quorum requirement.  

 
 A request was made to have a legal representative at the meeting to discuss the 

bylaws, however, it was suggested the members come up with language first to 
propose, rather than having a legal representative attend.  

 
A motion was made to revise the guidelines to be all inclusive:  
 
“There shall be no dialogue between speakers and members of the CBOC; however, 
during a specific meeting, the CBOC chairs may extend the period of time allowed for 
citizens’ communication and/or waive the restriction on no dialogue between speakers 
and members of the CBOC.” 
 
The motion was seconded and passed. 
 
Article V: Membership, Section Five: Undue Advantage 
There was a previous request to ask general counsel for interpretation or rewriting of this 
section. 
 
The intent of this section is to clarify that membership on the CBOC would not result in 
any personal, financial, or other kind of gain for the member simply because he or she is 
a member.  This relates to taking advantage of the membership for example to obtain 
preferential treatment or rules waived.  Using the membership service on a résumé is 
allowed.  If these attempts to use their position to receive preferential treatment take 
place, staff is not aware of them. 
 
Article II: Purpose and Responsibilities  
A member asked if, within the membership, there should be a general recommendation 
that the committee represent one group or another (Board vs. District) because 
members are appointed by Trustees and represent the Board, but also represent the 
District in overseeing the bond program projects.   
 
The Chair specified that the different sections of this article’s guidelines provide guidance 
on authority. If there are issues In the future, they may be addressed. 
 
The Chief Operating Officer added that the CBOC is still a Board-appointed committee, 
so there is a fine line in terms of who the CBOC represents, but the members are meant 
to represent the entire District.   
 
A motion was made to approve the bylaws with the proposed amendments. Motion was 
seconded and passed. 
 
The members thanked Mr. Turner for his work on the bylaws. 

 
VI. Discussion of CBOC July Site Tour 

The Chairs explained on Tuesday, July 24 there will be no regular meeting.  Instead, a site 
tour has been organized for the CBOC.  The site tour will take place on Thursday, July 26.  
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Suggested sites include the Early Childhood Center and the new bus terminal.  Members 
should arrive at the CAC by 6 p.m. to board the bus for the site tour or may to travel to 
the site on their own. 
 
The purpose of the site visits is for members to have an opportunity to see the work being 
done under the bond program.  Two site visits are scheduled each year for the CBOC 
with principals, architects, project managers, and others available to answer questions 
and explain the work.  

 
Mr. Shaw explained that if members have any concerns regarding other needs, staff will 
attempt to answer the question or pursue the issue. It may be a program-specific issue at 
a school, or it may be a larger issue, and staff can determine what to do. It was 
suggested that if there are problems at a District facility, it should be reported to staff.   
Mr. Shaw commented that staff may often be able to answer questions about 
maintenance problems. If it is a particular project or a need that was not included as 
part of the bond program, staff can respond to the questions regarding the process. 
Members should feel free to ask questions of staff and seek answers.   
 
The date for the site tour was confirmed as July 26.   
 
It was stated there was a lot of public concern about the bus terminal being on Bluff 
Springs Road and that it would be valuable to see. Staff remarked how the District 
operates the largest transportation system in the city and most people are not aware of 
all the details and logistics.  It provides the CBOC members an understanding of the 
District's transportation system.   
 
Mr. Shaw commented that the goals for the CBOC are to be aware if a project being 
managed properly, within budget, on time or has experienced any issues with the 
community.  In the case of the bus terminal, there were neighborhood issues and there is 
a secondary exit roadway issue.  The site tour will inform the CBOC if the project is being 
managed appropriately and whether staff is handling and solving issues.   
 
A motion was made to approve Thursday, July 26, as the date for the tour.  Motion was 
seconded and passed. 
 
Ashton Cumberbatch reminded members he will be out of town for the tour. Staff 
informed the CBOC that emails would be sent out to finalize who would be riding on the 
bus, and to take the food order.   

 
VII. Program Contingency Update 

Randy Baldwin provided an update of the 2004 and 2008 bond programs.  
 

2004 
 There is a $4.7 million surplus for the 2004 bond program funds. 
 The District will be bidding out an eight-classroom addition for the New North Central 

Elementary School #1. The cost of $1 million will be from contingency funds. 
 It’s likely that those monies will remain in the 2004 contingency funds. 
 The soccer fields project will need very little, if any, contingency funding. 
 

2008 
 There is a $3.2 million surplus for the 2008 bond program funds. 
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 The scope of work for the power factor projects has been reduced significantly, and 
if the budget outcome is as expected, about $5 million from that budgeted amount 
will go into the contingency fund. This will mean about $8 million in contingency 
funding for the Board to consider. 

 The New North Central Elementary School #2 is based on a 32-classroom scenario 
and an alternate bid is being prepared by staff for an eight-classroom addition for a 
total of 40 classrooms.  Another eight rooms combined will cost about $3 million, 
which leaves approximately $5 million surplus for the Board to determine additional 
uses. 

 AAFRs for the 2013-14 school year are under consideration for any additional funding 
available. There are other needs competing for the remaining contingency. 

 
A member asked where the south high school fits into the contingency funds.  It was 
explained it may depend on what the Board elects to do. It was also commented that 
acquiring the land for a school is part of the bond program. The member asked if it is 
appropriate for the CBOC to suggest to the Board that the money in the contingency be 
used to build out the North Central Elementary School #2 because of its efficiency. It was 
explained that the Board may request this type of recommendation from the CBOC, and 
if that occurs a recommendation would be appropriate. 
 
A member commented that if the school is in the bond package already, then adding 
more classrooms seems efficient. Mr. Shaw indicated there are no hard bids to base costs 
on yet.   
 
A member explained there is still adequate time prior to the 2008 funds being allocated, 
and that staff will bring a list of projects to the CBOC and members can make informed 
decisions on what to prioritize.  
 
It was explained that the AAFRs are separate from the bond program, but also how 
some of the contingency funds were allocated to AAFRs.  
 
Curt Shaw explained that the 2008 Bond Program had $19.1 million total in contingency 
available to be allocated; $10.7 went to critical renovations and the rest to AAFRs.  A 
member asked if the CBOC could suggest different priorities  than those staff presents 
and it was confirmed this was appropriate.   

 
The meeting was adjourned at 9:03 p.m.  
 

VIII. Updates & Agenda Items for Next Meeting 
 Next meeting is the Site Tour – July 26  
 Subcommittee Meetings 
 Subcommittee Reports 
 EWaS Report 

 
[Bold italicized language indicates a new lesson learned.] 
 
Lessons Learned 
 

A. Pre-Election Activities/Bond Program Planning: 
1. Identify new schools using the description of schools to be relieved, rather than 

geographic designations. 
2. For larger, more complex projects, enlist paid services of architects, engineers, and 
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appropriate construction professionals to conduct extensive and comprehensive 
site analysis to determine the scope and budget for the project. 

3. As the AISD gears up for the next bond program, it should utilize the oversight 
model established in the 2004 Bond Program. 

4. Additional contingency funds should be included in future bond programs to 
cover unexpected issues that may arise when older district facilities are renovated 
or repaired. 

5. Project scope of work needs to be clearly defined to prevent misunderstandings 
by the community as to what the project should entail. (Added in November 
2010.) 

B. CBOC─ Establishment and Procedures: 
1. Appoint CBOC members immediately after the bond initiative is passed. 
2. Provide a thorough discussion of committee processes, procedures and charge 

when the CBOC is first appointed. 
3. A simple statement of the CBOC charge would help future committees. 
4. Responsible stewardship involves providing adequate resources to maintain and 

operate new schools and new construction properly. 
5. The process used by the CBOC to establish its structure and working committees 

was very successful. 
6. Schedule a retreat immediately after the CBOC members are appointed and 

request completion of the self-evaluation tool at least twice annually. 
7. The Survey Committee should develop its own list of “lessons learned”. 

a. There should NOT be different surveys for each campus due to the need to 
compile consistent data.  
Note: There will still be personalized emails, with individual project descriptions, 
sent to each campus. 

b. One person should have central responsibility for collection and distribution of 
surveys. 

C. Program Management: 
1. An additional 15% of square footage should be added to the educational 

specifications to allow for circulation. (Barton Hills) 
2. Front load the implementation of the bond construction program. Spending funds 

earlier helps reduce the impact of inflation on available bond funds. 
3. Differentiate between the dates for the completion of construction and when a 

building can be occupied. The general public believes the “completion of 
construction” date is the same as the date a building can be occupied. 

4. Establish a process with well-delineated criteria for determining the use of 
contingency funds. 

5. Since contingency funds are more readily available in earlier projects and less 
available for projects scheduled in later phases, committee and staff need to be 
mindful of maintaining equity for all projects. 

6. Because principals are key participants in the success of a construction project, a 
training workshop by construction management staff should be provided to 
principals who have no prior experience with construction projects. 

7. Projects should be broken down into smaller work packages to allow smaller 
contractors to bid these projects. The benefits to this approach are that bids 
should be at or below the project budget, and the District would be less 
dependent on the large contractors. 

8. In order to better deal with issues related to obtaining permits from the City of 
Austin, which have caused numerous delays and increased the number of 
change orders, CBOC members recommended staff do the following: 
a. Research the city requirements before establishing a budget for renovations. 
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b. Facilitate a survey to be conducted by the Construction Management staff 
and City Health Department. Determine the number of kitchens to plan in 
advance what an architect should include in the design. 

c. Conduct a debriefing with city officials at the director level and strategize on 
how to improve the permitting process. 

9. Separate items not requiring a permit from projects that do require a permit.  
These tasks may be completed while the other project tasks obtain the necessary 
permits. An example of this was seen with the kitchen renovation projects; the 
installation of dishwashers (which does not require a permit) was separated from 
other project components that did require permits. This allows fast tracking the 
project.  

10. When designing a building, allow sufficient crawl space for easy access, in the 
event other repairs must be made in this area. 

11.  The Superintendent and the City Manager should meet and work together to 
establish a culture of cooperation between two public entities.  This would 
facilitate permitting and code issues frequently arising during construction or 
renovation projects. Lower level city staff does not feel authorized to deviate from 
the letter of a regulation.  This hinders any possible flexibility in arriving at solutions 
benefitting both entities. 

12. The City should distinguish between code issues that are relevant and necessary 
versus those that are clearly outside the scope of work presented and are also 
very expensive for the District to undertake. The City should grant the District 
leniency for those code issues that fall into this category. 

13. Delays in land acquisition are costly. The District should consider selling surplus 
property and reinvesting in potential future sites as a cost reduction mechanism. 
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COMMUNITY BOND OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE 
August 28, 2012 Meeting Summary 

 
Committee Members in  

Attendance 
Willis Adams 
Nan Clayton 

Ashton Cumberbatch 
Shellda Grant 

Lawrence Huang 
Beverly Mendez 
Mary Ann Neely 

Jim Recek 
Steve Rogers 
Arthur Turner 

Kennard Wright 
 

Absent Members 
Wes Amberboy 

Cari Clark 
Mike Crevier 
Janet Dewey 
Staley Gray 

Jackie Hawkins 
Roshanne Lewis 
Robert Pellette 

Sarah Price  
Dale Sump 

Robert Thomas 
Jeff Walker 
Peck Young 

Ricardo Zavala 

Staff Members in  
Attendance 
Mario Alaniz 

Randy Baldwin 
Marc Brewster 

Chaneel Daniels 
Bruce Davis 
Craig Estes 

Lawrence Fryer 
Maria Guerra 
Bill McClure 

Florence Rice 
Paul Turner 

Terry Wadsworth 
 

Others in Attendance 
Laura Kunz – Hahn, Texas 

Shelly Gupta – Hahn, Texas 
Will Ponder - Consultant 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Agenda: 
 
I. Call to Order, Approval of Minutes, & Review of Materials 
II. Citizens’ Communication 
III. Subcommittee Meetings 
IV. Subcommittee Reports 
V. Communication Update 
VI. Sustainability Update 
VII. Program Contingency Update 
VIII. Wage Rate Compliance Update 
IX. Follow-up of July Site Tour 
X. Updates & Agenda Items for Next Meeting 
 
I. Call to Order, Approval of Minutes, & Review of Materials 

Steve Rogers called the meeting to order at 6:25 p.m.  
 
Mr. Rogers then invited questions regarding the agenda from other CBOC members.  
 
The April 24, 2012, meeting minutes and June 26, 2012, minutes were not approved due 
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to the lack of a quorum. Both sets of minutes will be reviewed for approval in addition to 
the August minutes at the September meeting.   

 
II. Citizens’ Communication 

There were no speakers. 
 
III. Subcommittee Meetings 

The Committee met in geographical subcommittees (north, central and south) to review 
the status of the projects in their assigned areas. Members received updated information 
from AISD senior project managers and individual project managers in the following 
areas: 

• Project schedule 
• Project budget 
• General project information 
• Project environmental components 

 
IV. Subcommittee Reports 

At the conclusion of the subcommittee meetings, the committee reconvened for a 
group project discussion. Highlights of the individual subcommittee reports include: 

 
Central 

• Zavala is undergoing floor repairs. There were issues regarding the degeneration 
of the lower two feet of the kitchen wall, additional work was required to address 
this issue. 

• Contracts for House Park will be closed out in a month. The contractor was 
requesting more than the budget allows, so project managers are addressing the 
issue. There is a similar issue at Wooldridge.  

 
Austin High School  
• The issue with the dry hydrant still needs to be resolved with the fire department. 

There are also a few drainage issues that may be addressed through the use of 
contingency funds. 

 
Govalle and Zavala Elementary Schools 
• Fixtures, ventilation, sinks and urinals were replaced at each school. 

 
Barton Hills Elementary School 
• There are drainage issues in the courtyard 
• Unexpected wiring issues will have to be addressed 
• On the east side of the school, they may consider a rain garden to slow down the 

water. This could be achieved through use of maintenance and operation funds. 
 

New Bus Terminal 
• Maintenance and administrative portions of the property are 85 percent 

complete. 
• The project is at 75% completion; initial occupancy is expected around 

December 12. 
• The access road will be south of the I-35 ramp, which may end up being pursued 

as a separate project given the issues with the City and TxDOT. 
 
Uphaus Early Childhood Demonstration Center 
• Certificate of Occupancy was obtained. 
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• CBOC took a tour of the facility in July. 
• First day of school was mostly seamless; there was a minor issue with the lights that 

was addressed immediately. 
 

Roofing Projects 
• There were minor setbacks at Brown Elementary School and Travis High School 

but everything will be resolved. 
• Austin High is near completion but there were asbestos issues that required 

abatement. 
 
Webb Middle School Portables 
• The only remaining work is installation of the canopies. 
• Lighting and security cameras will take place once the canopies are installed to 

ensure adequate lighting and proper unobstructed views with cameras.  
• Considerations are being taken with lighting to be conscious of the surrounding 

neighborhood. 
 
South Alternative Learning Support Centers 
• Study carrels and data connections are all complete. 
 
Power Factor Correction Projects 
• Engineering firms are submitting bids on September 6, with Board approval set for 

October.  
• Approximately 13 sites require work. 
• If the District does not meet the requirements set forth by Austin Energy at the 13 

identified sites, the District could be fined for noncompliance.  
 
North 

• There are 26 scheduled projects, several of which are going through closeout 
phase. Several projects required electrical work and are complete. There were 
also plumbing repairs at several schools. 

 
Harmonic Distortion Correction Projects 
• In the next month, these projects will be bid and awarded. 
• There will be a single supplier for all of the necessary equipment. 

 
East Side Memorial High School Renovations 
• The contractor went out of business, so the bonding company is taking care of 

the punchlist and other outstanding items, including commissioning of the HVAC 
equipment. 

• Overall everything is on track. 
 
Anderson High School Elevator 
• This project is going out to bid so that the equipment can be manufactured over 

the winter and replaced in the summer of 2013. 
 
North Central Elementary School #1 
• The City of Austin issued the site permit after some delay, so work is now moving 

forward. There has been significant progress in a short amount of time. 
• Building permit plans were submitted and the first set of comments were 

received. 
• The project bid came in a bit over the budget and staff is working with the 
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project manager to conduct value engineering to get to where it needs to be.  
 
South 
 

Dobie Middle School Pre-K Center 
• The project is in closeout/substantial completion phase. 
• There are 14 portables, a playscape and shade structure. 
• Teachers moved in successfully, and the facility was ready for the start of school. 

 
Graduation Pathways at Lanier and Travis High Schools 
• Work is complete with exception of punchlist items and change-order work.  
• The accommodations were ready for the start of school. 
 
Performing Arts Center 
•  The plan is to solicit bids in late December with a construction start date of 

January or February. 
 

New North Central Elementary #2 (2008 Undesignated) 
• Schematic design drawings will go to the Board on September 10, with approval 

scheduled for September 24. 
 

Soccer Fields 
• AISD and the Parks and Recreation Department will meet October 3 to discuss 

the site analysis. 
• The inter-local agreement is still being discussed and will go to the Board when 

finalized. 
• There was a proposition placed on November ballot to allow dedicated parkland 

to be used for non-park purposes. State law prohibits leasing, rental or sale of 
dedicated parkland without going through the appropriate public process.  

 
V. Communications Update 

Laura Kunz of Hahn, Texas provided the communication update. The last 
communications update took place in February.  
 
Email Update Requests 
• There were 13 email update requests, for a total of 374 contacts on the email 

updates list. This does not include the PTA and CAC contacts compiled by Hahn, 
Texas. 

• Hahn, Texas is waiting for school to begin to update PTA and CAC contact lists and 
will work with the District communications team to update the lists as well. 

 
Hotline/Website Inquiries 
• There was one new inquiry submitted through the website and five through the 

hotline. Most were focused on the Early Childhood Center.  There were also a few 
inquiries about the South High School.   

• The District always meets the promised 48-hour response time. 
 
Website  
• Projects are continuously updated and the latest round of survey results is posted on 

the website.  
• The navigation has been updated a bit to make the site more user-friendly.   
• There is a new contingency fund page that outlines the status and use of the 
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contingency funds. Hahn, Texas and the District are clearly communicating the 
process and projects regarding these funds. Additionally, the individual school 
project pages have been updated to include any contingency fund and/or AAFR 
projects. 

• Analytics were requested at the February meeting, so they were implemented in mid-
March. Since then, there have been just over 9,000 visits to the bond program section 
of the website. Right now, the data doesn’t go much deeper than that.  

• The top-viewed pages include the interactive facilities map, the home page, 
complete bond election information, the CBOC section of the site and the annual 
report.  
 

Outreach 
• Eblasts are distributed periodically to those who request to be on the eblast list.  
• Hahn, Texas is currently working on developing the annual report.  
• They are also developing a slidecast to put on the website to demonstrate the bond 

program work, both small and large. They are also working with staff to identify 
additional ways to promote the slidecast. 

 
Uphaus Early Childhood Center Dedication 
• Hahn, Texas is working with District staff to schedule a meeting with the principal in 

mid-September, for the dedication to take place in November. 
 
A member asked how the invitation process works for school dedications. Ms. Kunz 
responded that the invitation list is developed with help from the District communications 
staff. The member wanted to know who receives an invitation outside of the school’s 
population.  Ms. Kunz responded it depends on the school and what the 
communications team decides to do. For instance, in the past we have placed an ad in 
the community’s newspaper to invite the public.   
 
The member asked if this information goes out in the AISD email blasts such as the ones 
that come from Dr. Carstarphen. Ms. Kunz responded that the information does go on 
the main District calendar as well as anywhere there are general updates.  
 
New Bus Terminal Dedication 
• This will take place in the spring after the terminal is named and has opened. 
 
Surveys 
A survey subcommittee meeting is planned for September to begin discussing surveys for 
the fall. This year’s surveys will take a different shape because many of the projects have 
been completed. 
 

VI. Sustainability Update 
Will Ponder of ACR Engineering provided an update. 
 
Austin Energy Green Building Program Update 
• One school (McCallum High School) has achieved a five-star rating in the Austin 

Energy Green Building Program, while five schools achieved four stars. The original 
goal was to have schools achieve at least a two-star rating, so this goal has been 
exceeded.  

 
Rebates 

• Rebates are getting more difficult to obtain as codes change. 
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• New facilities are at least 20 percent more efficient than the code-required school. 
• Both the Early Childhood Center and the new performing arts center are or will be 20 

percent more efficient than code.  
 

A member asked if there was a comparison on the cost/payback of the rebate system 
seeing as it keeps taking more and more to meet the requirements. The member 
commented that the District is working hard to achieve these ratings, but is it really the 
way the District needs to go? 
 
Mr. Ponder replied that the rebates program is likely to go away soon.  Looking at the last 
two or three reports, there were major differences from year to year, so the rebates are 
diminishing. It is more difficult to achieve the required energy efficiency and it’s more 
expensive, but some of the requirements are required by code anyway, so the District 
has to meet them regardless.  He explained that it is a diminishing return, but the codes 
are staying up, so before long, a code-compliant building will be required to be 20 
percent more efficient than what is being built now.   
 
Another member asked what the term “green housekeeping” means. Mr. Ponder 
explains it refers to materials and procedures. In some instances, custodial staff will bring 
in their own supplies because they prefer them, but in many instances, those supplies are 
not green. That procedure has been stopped for the most part, and the environmentally 
friendly products are being used. Green housekeeping means custodial staff uses fewer 
chemicals and are more environmentally friendly in their housekeeping procedures. 
Another advantage is that they also breathe in fewer contaminants when they are 
cleaning. 

 
Mind Map  
The buildings all fall into categories as seen in the mind map. The map demonstrates the 
sustainability program processes and procedures that are happening simultaneously.  
There is hope that over time the District will implement the full program.  
 
LEED Certification 
North Central Elementary School #1 and North Central Elementary School #2 (2008 Bond 
Program undesignated) are the first District schools to seek both an Austin Energy Green 
Building Program rating and LEED certification. Because record keeping for both 
programs is similar, it’s not double-load to pursue them. 
 
A member commented that when the standard is set at the current level, going beyond 
that requirement entails a higher cost.  Does the District have a threshold for what it will 
pursue based on a cost recovery window? 
 
Mr. Ponder said there is no definitive answer. The 20 percent efficiency above code the 
District is achieving is through lower-hanging fruit. There is no pursuit of solar, but solar has 
a long payback (20-30 years).  The same goes for super-efficient machines and other 
items.  Some aspects have relative merits such day lighting. There is no definition on the 
payback, it’s can be a long time but it has a benefit and it can’t be measured. In some 
cases, the elements incorporated can actually contribute to the inefficiency of the 
building.  
 
Mr. Ponder went on to say that in the next bond elections, unless there are great 
breakthroughs, the District will be achieving the two-star and silver LEED certifications, but 
there will be new and different elements that will come into play with the point system. 
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Energy requirements will become harder and harder to meet. 
 
Mr. Turner added the District has identified nearly $178 million in Priority 1 and 2 items that 
are also energy-efficiency items and staff has attempted to predict the payback period.  
 
The member asked if there was actually a pre-determined payback period the District 
was looking for when evaluating these efforts. 
 
Mr. Turner responded that the District needs a 10-year payback or less for much of the 
funding or loans requested. There were some projects in the 20- to 25-year range such as 
sealing the building envelope. Mr. Turner offered to provide the information as an aide in 
setting priorities for the next bond election.  
 
Mr. Ponder commented that early on in the bond program, the District chose to use 
single-pane windows. The District does give up something by going with the single-paned 
windows, but the District must also factor in the real-time maintenance cost, and the 
single-paned windows cost less to replace than double- or triple-paned windows.  All of 
the design teams look at these types of questions and during the design reviews, the 
sustainability team asks those questions as well. 
 
A member requested a copy of the Mind Map that is larger and easier to read.  Mr. 
Turner made a note to provide one. 

 
VII. Program Contingency Update 

Randy Baldwin provided an update.  
• The status continues to be positive for both programs. 
• The chart has been changed since the last report. Before the chart was limited to the 

original program contingency, but because the District has surplus funds that will go 
into the contingency, the chart now includes a breakdown of how the current 
contingency is factored in and includes the surplus funds to better reflect the current 
status. 

• There is a total of about $9 million in the combined 2004 and 2008 bond contingency 
funds.  

 
2004 

• Bids are in for North Central Elementary School #1 and there are sufficient funds 
reserved to construct all 40 classrooms.  

• The only project left is the soccer fields, which has a sufficient budget, but there is 
contingency left over to allocate should it be needed.  If the voters approve the use 
of the parks land per the November proposition, that project can move forward. 

• There is approximately $2.25 million remaining in 2004 Bond Program contingency 
funds. 

 
2008 

• This month, the District reserved enough funds for north central elementary school #2 
(undesignated) to construct 40 classrooms, based on the estimates from the 
contractor. 

• The District is going out for bids on the Performing Arts Center in September for 
approval by the Board in November. This month, District staff looked at the 
contractor’s latest estimate of cost, so there are sufficient funds for that project as 
well.  

• Also included in the contingency are funds remaining from the previously expected 
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power factor correction projects.  
• There is approximately $6.4 million remaining in 2008 Bond Program contingency 

funds. 
 

Should any project require more money than previously estimated, it will be funded with 
program contingency funds.  
 
There is also future potential for contingency funds. The land acquisition for the south high 
school may provide additional contingency, but the current budgeted amount will 
remain until the property is purchased.  
 
There were two phases in 2008 and one in 2004 that don’t need contingency.  In the 
case of 2004, there is nearly $1 million in interest that can flow into the bond program 
funds.  

 
A member asked about the interest earned in bond funds and if that is called arbitrage.  
Mr. Baldwin explained that arbitrage is when you earn too much money, which is against 
IRS rules.   

 
Mr. Turner added that the strategy with commercial paper has taken the issue of 
arbitrage out of the mix.  It is more of a just-in-time approach at the beginning and the 
bonds are sold later in the program.  During the 1996 Bond Program the District had to 
monitor very closely to ensure it wasn’t exceeding the allowed amount of interest. 
 
Another member was under the impression that the District issues the bonds as it moves 
forward on projects. The member asked if there were earlier bond programs where the 
District issued the bonds and kept the funds in its accounts.  Mr. Turner explained that it 
was all utilized as projects moved forward, but it depended on the rate of interest the 
District was earning and how rapidly the money was used.  The member asked about the 
commercial paper information. Mr. Turner said he would provide more information from 
the Chief Financial Officer to answer the question.   
 
Mr. Baldwin commented that commercial paper is short-term loans, and if the District 
receives favorable bond rates, it will sell them to pay them off.   

 
Mr. Cumberbatch asked if, as far as the terms being used in the chart, there are clearer 
ways to label the different elements of the chart. The terms can get confusing and it’s 
hard to understand the difference between current and remaining contingency. 

 
Mr. Baldwin explained the current contingency is the total amount – the original 
estimated contingency plus the surplus.  
 
Mr. Cumberbatch suggested for the next report to change the title “current 
contingency” to “total contingency” and to change “remaining contingency” to 
“available contingency.“ 

 
Mr. Rogers asked if there would be another time when the District staff would have 
provide a list of projects to use the remaining funds.  Mr. Baldwin explained that just like 
the process in January with the AAFRs and other projects, the same process would take 
place again. 
 

VIII. Wage Rate Compliance Report 
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Mr. Baldwin provided the update. Since the last report, there have been two claims, both 
through the Equal Justice Center. The Equal Justice Center (EJC) is a local nonprofit 
organization that ensures workers receive proper payment. 
 
Claim #1 
• The EJC represented seven workers for multiple projects with a single subcontractor.   
• Most of the projects were finished by the time the claim was issued.  
• The subcontractor was Phoenix Mechanical, and District staff requested their payroll 

records.  The company went out of business and was not able to produce any 
records.  The workers were able to provide pay stubs and statements of work.  

• A public entity, such as AISD, is obliged by state law to look into the claim and the 
Board determines if there is good cause to believe there was an issue.  

• Based on the workers’ records, the finding was approved in June’s meeting. There 
was money remaining on the two projects, which enabled the general contractor to 
pay the workers.   

 
Claim #2 
• Claims from three of the same seven workers on one project were paid.  
• Before feedback could be solicited from the workers, the general contractor went 

ahead and sent checks to the workers, thus resolving the problem.  
 
A member asked if the general or subcontractor was the one to pay the worker. Mr. 
Baldwin explained the subcontractor was the one who didn’t pay in these instances, but 
the general contractor is held accountable because they hold the contract with the 
District. 
 
A member asked if we had used certified payrolls.  Mr. Turner explained it was a choice 
made at the beginning of the bond program to deal with these issues on a complaint 
basis rather than require certified records, because they can be requested at the time of 
the complaint. 
 
A member asked about the workload difference between required certified payrolls 
versus pursuing them on a complaint basis. Mr. Turner explained that in order to ensure a 
certified payroll, someone must check everything upon receipt of the information, which 
becomes a larger administrative support issue.  
 
Another member asked about the timeline between the complaint and when the 
workers were compensated.  Mr. Baldwin explained that in these particular cases, it was 
a matter of months. He went on to say the District staff attempts to take the information 
to Board as soon as possible.  Once the District became aware of the issue, one of the 
claims was paid right away and the other was in the process of getting the check. The 
turnaround happens pretty quickly in general once the complaint is filed. 
 
It was also suggested if the District required a certified payroll, would it shorten the time 
to resolve wage rate complaints.  Mr. Baldwin explained that it’s possible it would be 
faster, but maybe not in these situations.  The workload issue does come into play when 
District staff has several projects and subcontractors submitting information all at once. 
When many projects are going on, the volume of information would be too much to 
verify with the current support staff.   
 
A member asked if the District had had the certified payroll on file, if they could still look 
into the complaints as they came in. Mr. Baldwin explained that the certified payroll 
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would be tracked as the project went along. Mr. Rogers explained that it could extend a 
long time from when a person realizes they aren’t being paid, to the time they can file a 
complaint, to the time they are paid.  
 
A member stressed the District could simply review the certified statements only once a 
complaint is issued.  By not taking this approach, the workers’ credit can go back if they 
are not able to pay bills, etc.  
 
Arthur Turner made a motion to have a lawyer or the CFO come to the meeting and talk 
to the CBOC about certified payments.  He asked what happens when the contractor 
cannot find their records and an employee cannot find theirs.  
 
Mr. Baldwin said staff has never encountered that situation, but if that were to happen, 
the District would consult lawyers if needed. Oftentimes, the worker’s statement is used to 
make a good faith decision on how to proceed.  Once a state entity has acted, either 
party can force mandatory arbitration.  
 
He went on to explain that if the District had records, staff would need to spot check 
them, but they wouldn’t have a way of knowing if everything was actually being taken 
care of as stated.  
 
Mr. Cumberbatch asked what the issue was in the claims reported. 
 
Mr. Baldwin explained the workers reported being paid a lower wage than what they 
were owed, and their jobs were listed as a lower position than the ones they held.   
 
The member asked what proof the workers had to give in support of their claim. Mr. 
Baldwin explained one worker had a pay stub that indicated his job position and it 
showed his was not paid the proper amount. 
 
Mr. Cumberbatch asked if the certified payment records are based on the amount that 
was paid or the amount that is agreed upon.  He asked if it was worthwhile to have 
someone come in and walk through why the District made the decision to not use 
certified payrolls.  Mr. Cumberbatch also asked if it was a staff or Board decision and if it 
was recent.  Mr. Turner explained it was an administrative decision that was made at the 
beginning of the 2004 Bond Program. 
 
Mr. Turner asked how many complaints total were filed. Mr. Baldwin explained there 
have been 10 total. 
 
Another member commented that it’s important for the District to at least look into the 
certified payment option to be truly responsible to the public and the community 
because it affects the workers’ bottom line.  While the District has to make sure they can 
handle it administratively, it’s worth at least looking into the value of certified payments, if 
the District has the authority to do so. From this point, the administrative staff can 
evaluate that perhaps it takes 20 people to do the work and there are only five, so it is 
not feasible. 
 
Another member asked if, administratively, the District has the bandwidth to do certified 
payments. Mr. Baldwin explained that it depends on the volume of work.  Staff would 
have to check the records to ensure the wage rate matches the work, and sometimes 
there are other factors such as medical benefits, etc. staff would have to look into.  The 
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issue becomes when a worker says he or she should earn a different wage rate than 
what is listed.  Sometimes the payments detail is reported as crew size, the scope of work, 
etc.   
 
The member commented that the District went through the rules of what it would do in 
reaction to a complaint. The member asked if it is possible for a subcontractor or worker 
to communicate directly straight to the District construction office.  
 
Mr. Baldwin explained that sometimes a larger group will raise concern on their behalf, 
but sometimes it’s individuals. 
 
Another member explained the subcontractor has a contract with the general 
contractor and not the District. The other member explained the District was attempting 
to make it possible for the District to reprimand contractors as necessary. 
 
Mr. Cumberbatch asked if, with certified payments, the staff has to check the records 
each cycle or only in the instance of a complaint.  He asked if it was enough to do the 
certified payments just have the records on hand.   
 
A member added that the contractor could submit a stamped, certified payroll so that 
only in the instance of a complaint, the District could review the records to avoid having 
to gather statements and testimonies.  Mr. Baldwin explained that when requested on a 
case-by-case basis, staff receives records within 30 days usually. 
 
Another member asked if the cases reviewed in the meeting were more extreme cases, 
in which the problem wasn’t solved with the general contractor so then it had to come 
to the District.  Mr. Baldwin explained that it’s hard to say what is normal or extreme since 
the District has only had 10 claims, only seven of which had merit.   
 
He added that the general contractors didn’t know about the problems with the workers 
until the District informed them. 
 
Another member asked if the disputes were with the wage misclassification or with the 
hours worked, etc. Mr. Baldwin explained that it was a combination. In the case of the 
seven workers, they all claimed they were classified differently than the wage rate they 
were paid.  
 
A member asked if, when the District receives bids, it lists the team.  
 
Mr. Baldwin said the general contractors list the subcontractors, but not the individual 
workers.  
 
The member asked if there is a list of workers needed to complete the various tasks.  Mr. 
Baldwin explained the only list of workers given to the District can be compiled from 
background checks performed for workers to work on schools with children, otherwise 
there is no list of workers provided to the District.  
 
A member asked about the background checks done by the employer and if they are 
provided.  Mr. Baldwin explained the District has access to the information electronically, 
but the District receives information from each contractor that certain individuals are 
certified as cleared.  
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A member asked to whom the general contractor submits invoices, if the subcontractor 
submits to the general contractor.  
 
Mr. Baldwin explained that sometimes the architect or other involved parties review the 
invoice for notable issues, and then the invoice comes to the District through the project 
managers.  Once this process is completed, the invoice goes to the in-house accounting 
department and Mr. Baldwin initials it to get paid. The finance department cuts the 
check. 
 
The member asked why the administrative level is involved when the finance 
department takes care of the payment.  Mr. Turner explained that it has to be processed 
through the staff and administrative department before everything is sent to the 
accounting department.  The member suggested the accounting department maintain 
the certified statement.  
 
Mr. Baldwin said the record with certified payroll would stay with construction 
management and not accounting because construction management would need to 
review it.  

 
Mr. Cumberbatch asked if single inquiries listed on the sheet could represent multiple 
people. Mr. Baldwin answered it could.  
 
Mr. Cumberbatch reiterated the main question is if it streamlines the process for the 
workers if the District keeps a record of certified payroll rather than wait until a complaint 
is filed and then ask for the records.  
 
Mr. Cumberbatch suggested the chairs talk to staff offline to understand the process and 
then determine whether or not to bring someone in to discuss certified payments with the 
committee. From there, the CBOC can decide whether or not to suggest to the Board to 
move to a system requiring certified payrolls.  
 

IX. Follow-up of July Site Tour 
Mr. Rogers recapped the site tour and Chaneel Daniels showed pictures of the toured 
facilities. 
 
Early Childhood Center Highlights 
• A tree of knowledge was built into the wall in the library. 
• The entire school is designed and built for small children. 
• There were many features integrated for guiding children through the school such as 

the floor tiles. 
• There is a fleet of 50 tricycles that can be used by the children outside on the track. 
 
A member asked who Anita Uphaus is. Mr. Rogers explained that Ms. Uphaus started the 
early childhood program.  Mr. Turner explained she was the District supervisor of the early 
childhood program for several years. Ms. Uphause worked closely with legislature to get 
legislation in place to support pre-k programs. Mr. Uphaus continues to do work in that 
area to this day.  
 
A member asked about the pottery kiln at the school and if all elementary schools have 
them.  Mr. Turner responded it is standard for elementary schools to have one.   
 
Southeast Bus Terminal Highlights 
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• Construction staff was scheduled to pour concrete the next day.  
 
X. Updates & Agenda Items for Next Meeting 

• Next meeting is September 25, 2012 – Location - Board Auditorium 
• Subcommittee Meetings 
• Subcommittee Reports 
• Draft CBOC Report to the Board of Trustees 

 
[Bold italicized language indicates a new lesson learned.] 
 
Lessons Learned 
 

A. Pre-Election Activities/Bond Program Planning: 
1. Identify new schools using the description of schools to be relieved, rather than 

geographic designations. 
2. For larger, more complex projects, enlist paid services of architects, engineers, and 

appropriate construction professionals to conduct extensive and comprehensive 
site analysis to determine the scope and budget for the project. 

3. As the AISD gears up for the next bond program, it should utilize the oversight 
model established in the 2004 Bond Program. 

4. Additional contingency funds should be included in future bond programs to 
cover unexpected issues that may arise when older district facilities are renovated 
or repaired. 

5. Project scope of work needs to be clearly defined to prevent misunderstandings 
by the community as to what the project should entail. (Added in November 
2010.) 

B. CBOC─ Establishment and Procedures: 
1. Appoint CBOC members immediately after the bond initiative is passed. 
2. A thorough discussion of committee processes, procedures and charge is needed 

when the CBOC is first appointed. 
3. A simple English statement of what the charge is would help future committees. 
4. Responsible stewardship involves providing adequate resources to maintain and 

operate new schools and new construction properly. 
5. The process used by the CBOC to establish its structure and working committees 

was very successful. 
6. Schedule a retreat immediately after the CBOC is appointed and completes the 

self-evaluation tool at least twice annually. 
7. The Survey Committee should develop its own list of “lessons learned”. 

a. There should NOT be different surveys for each campus due to the need to 
compile data. Therefore, one survey will be created with all campuses listed 
and the first question will ask them to select their campus. Note: There will still 
be personalized emails, with individual project descriptions, sent to each 
campus. 

b. One person should have central responsibility for collection and distribution of 
surveys. 

C. Program Management: 
1. An additional 15 percent of square footage should be added to the educational 

specifications to allow for circulation. (Barton Hills) 
2. Front load the implementation of the bond construction program. Spending funds 

earlier helps reduce the impact of inflation on available bond funds. 
3. Differentiate between the dates for the completion of construction and when a 

building can be occupied. The general public believes the “completion of 
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construction” date is the same as the date a building can be occupied. 
4. Establish a process with well-delineated criteria for determining the use of 

contingency funds. 
5. Since contingency funds are more readily available in earlier projects and less 

available for projects scheduled in later phases, committee and staff need to be 
mindful of maintaining equity for all projects. 

6. Because principals are key participants in the success of a construction project, a 
training workshop by construction management staff should be provided to new 
principals who have no experience with construction projects. 

7. Projects should be broken down into smaller packages to allow smaller contractors 
to bid these projects. The benefits of this approach are that bids would be at or 
below the project budget, and the District would be less dependent on the large 
contractors. 

8. In order to better deal with problems related to obtaining permits from the City of 
Austin, which have caused numerous delays and have increased the number of 
change orders, CBOC members recommended that staff: 
a. Research the city requirements before establishing a budget for renovations. 
b. Have the Construction Management staff and City Health Department 

conduct a survey of the kitchens to determine in advance what an architect 
should include in the design. 

c. Have a debriefing session with city officials at the director level and strategize 
on how to improve the permitting process. 

9. Separate items not requiring a permit from projects so that these components may 
be completed while the other project components obtain the necessary permits. 
An example of this was seen with the kitchen renovation projects; the installation 
of dishwashers, which does not require any permit, was separated from other 
project components that require permits. This allowed the dishwasher installations 
to proceed. 

10. When designing a building, allow sufficient space in the crawl space for easy 
access. This will make it easier to repair pipes or other fixtures that must be 
accessed through the crawl space. 

11. The Superintendent and the City Manager should meet and work together to 
establish a culture of cooperation between two public entities, which would 
facilitate permitting and code issues that frequently arise during construction or 
renovation projects. Too often, lower level city staff does not feel authorized to 
deviate from the letter of a regulation, which hinders any flexibility in creating 
solutions that could benefit both the District and the City. 

12. The City should distinguish between code issues that are relevant and necessary 
versus those that are clearly outside the scope of work presented and very 
expensive for the District to undertake. The City should grant the District leniency 
for those code issues that fall into the latter category. 

13. Delays in land acquisition are costly. The District should consider selling surplus 
property and reinvesting in potential future sites as a cost reduction mechanism. 
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Chart 3
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Chart 4Activity Summary

Bond Programs
Worker-Hours Reported
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Chart 5Activity Summary
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Contractor Injuries Reported

No Contractor injuries have been reported 
for this reporting period.
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Chart 7Activity Summary

Bond Programs
Incident Rate

Incident rate = (# Accidents x 200,000) / # Worker-Hours

Based on 100 equivalent full time workers (40-hr. & 50-wk. year)

Estimated Contractor worker-hours for 12 months: 255,678

Estimated Contractor accidents for 12 months: 0

Contractor Incident Rate = (0 x 200,000) / 255,678 = 0

The most recent year for comparison is from the 2010 Bureau of 
Labor Statistics “Nonresidential Building Construction” = 3.9

This means that nationwide contractors in 2010 had 3.9 accidents
per 100 employees, while Bond Program contractors are estimated
to have only 0 accidents per 100 employees in 2012. 10

Chart 8Activity Summary

Bond Programs
School Employee, Visitor, and Student Injury Totals

From Bond Inception to Present Date

# Teacher Injuries Reported
From Bond Program Activity

# Staff Injuries Reported
From Bond Program Activity

*previously reported to CBOC

0
0

3* 

# Visitor Injuries Reported
From Bond Program Activity 0

# Student Injuries Reported
From Bond Program Activity

Bond Programs
Contractor Warnings For Discrepancies: 

January – July 2012

11

Ladder, 7

Fire 
Extinguisher, 1

Electrical, 7

Excavation, 1

Fall Protection, 
13

Barrier, 3
Other, 1

Ladder
Fire Extinguisher
Electrical
Excavation
Fall Protection
Barrier
Other

Chart 9
Bond Program

Students/Staff Exposure Warnings For 
Discrepancies  January – July  2012

12

Barrier, 3

Barrier

Chart 10
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Illustration 1: Potential Fall Hazard 
Protective Railing Missing 

14

Illustration 2: Potential Hazard
Inadequate/No Barrier

Illustration 3: Potential Hazard
Before/After Missing Barrier Fence 

15

Illustration 4: Potential Hazard
No Fencing

16
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Illustration 5: Potential Hazard
Ladder Not Secured From Falling

Down With an Employee

18

Illustration 6: Potential Fire Hazard
Plastic Gas Can and No Fire Extinguisher

Illustration 7: Potential Hazard
No Fall Protection

19

Illustration 8: Potential Hazard
No Fall Protection

20
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Illustration 9: Potential Hazard
Exposed Electrical Wires/No Ground Prong

21

Illustration 10: Potential Fall Hazard
Base of Scaffold Should Be Secured by a Fence or 

Barrier to Keep Students Off Scaffold

22

23

Conclusion

 In the final analysis, all contractors and subcontractors are the ones 
that ensure that each workplace is a safe place to work.     

 And all general contractors, together with appropriate staff, must 
review work plans and project execution to assure that only qualified 
personnel are assigned and safety procedures are consistently 
incorporated into every task and project.

 AISD views safety as a “Partnership in Prevention,” a partnership 
between those engaged to undertake and complete the “Bond” 
projects and the AISD Risk Management Department.  It is with that 
thought in mind that we, “Safety Consultants,” work in conjunction with 
all contractors, etc. to ensure the health and safety of our students, 
teachers, staff and project employees.



SUMMARY
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  *Includes the original Contingency of $49,712,983, plus current surplus project funds of $837,137, plus $1,880,851 of

Chart A
Group No. Group Title % of Prog. Cont. Contingency Amount Current Project Budget % of Budget

1 Phase 1 43.0% 22,525,426                185,309,458                  12.2%
2 Phase 2 14.4% 7,541,522                  62,041,685                    12.2%
3 Phase 3 20.3% 10,643,588                87,561,392                    12.2%
4 Phase 4 12.8% 6,693,862                  55,068,262                    12.2%
5 Phase 5 4.4% 2,307,288                  18,981,322 12.2%
6 Multiphase Support 5.2% 2,719,285                  22,370,691                    12.2%

Totals 100.0% 52,430,971$              431,332,810$                

7 Other 88,193,806                    

Program Total 519,526,616$                

Chart B

Group No. Group Title % of Prog. Cont. Contingency Amount Current Project Budget % of Budget

1 Phase 1 19.77% 10,365,362                185,309,458                  5.6%
2 Phase 2 23.65% 12,398,574                62,041,685                    20.0%
3 Phase 3 22.26% 11,671,713                87,561,392                    13.3%
4 Phase 4 14.49% 7,595,069                  55,068,262                    13.8%

**5 Phase 5 0.00% -                            18,981,322                    NA
6 Multiphase Support 15.11% 7,924,305                  22,370,691                    35.4%

NA Available Contingency 4.72% 2,475,948                  NA NA
Totals 100.00% 52,430,971 431,332,810                  

**  Excess remaining project funds in the amount of $837,137 are currently estimated for this phase.

UPDATE NO. 71: September 11, 2012

For purposes of considering the 2004 Bond Program Program-level Contingency (Contingency), all of the initiatives in the 
Program are included in seven (7) groupings, the first six (6) of which will require contingency funds.  The first five (5) 
groups are essentially the five (5) phases of the Program.  Certain initiatives such as Hazardous Material Abatement, 
Moving and Storage activities,  Land Acquisition, Program Administration efforts, and Technology were included in a 
separate Group 6, titled Multiphase Support, as they will be required over the various phases of the Program.  Group 7 
includes the budgets for Contingency, Refinancing, Athletics, Legal, and Buses, and does not require contingency funds.

The current Contingency in the amount of *$52,430,971 provides an approximate 12.2% of augmentational funding when 
allocated on the proportional basis that the total budget of each Group is to the total budget of Groups 1-6 exclusive of 
contingency (see chart A below).

As all but a very few projects in the entire 2004 Bond Program are completed or under construction, the currently estimated 
net projected Contingency needs have been developed for each project of every phase of the 2004 Bond Program (see 
Attachment A).  The total net projected Contingency needed by phase is listed below (see Chart B). Phase 5 (Group 5) 
represents approximately 4% of the program, and indications are that no current net Contingency is needed.  Rather, it 
currently appears that Phase 5 (Group 5) will likely have excess project funds remaining.

   interest earned on the bond funds.
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PROJECT NO. TITLE

 Estimated Program 
Contingency 

Deduct/Add (Sept. 26, 
2005) 

 Estimated Program 
Contingency 

Deduct/Add (Apr. 11, 
2012) 

 Estimated Program 
Contingency 

Deduct/Add (May 9, 
2012) 

 Estimated Program 
Contingency 

Deduct/Add (June 13, 
2012) 

 Estimated Program 
Contingency 

Deduct/Add (August 
10, 2012) 

 Estimated Program 
Contingency 

Deduct/Add (Sept. 11, 
2012) 

GROUP 1  (FY 2005 PROJECTS)
G05-0001-GROUP Repair/Reseal Walls & Windows at 

BURNT, CAMPB, COOK, LNIER -                                  14,466                          14,466                          14,466                          14,466                          14,466                          
G05-0002-GROUP Repair/Reseal Walls & Windows at 

ANDRW, BECKR, HARRS, PEARC, REAGN, TRVHT (4,953)                           (4,953)                           (4,953)                           (4,953)                           (4,953)                           
G05-0003-GROUP Drainage, Ventilation & ADA at AUSTN, BROWN, BRYKW, CASIS, 

GRAHM, HIPARK, OHNRY, WEBB -                                  51,394                          51,394                          51,394                          51,394                          51,394                          
G05-0004-GROUP Drainage, Ventilation & ADA at ANDRS, GULLT, LAMAR, MURCH (3,488)                           (3,488)                           (3,488)                           (3,488)                           (3,488)                           
G05-0005-GROUP Drainage, Ventilation & ADA at ALC, BLKSH, CAMPB, JNSTN, 

JORDN, MAPLE, NORMN, ZAVLA -                                  13,945                          13,945                          13,945                          13,945                          13,945                          
G05-0006-GROUP Drainage, Ventilation & ADA at LANGF, BEDCK, MENDZ, ODOM (4,882)                           (4,882)                           (4,882)                           (4,882)                           (4,882)                           
G05-0007-GROUP Drainage, Ventilation & ADA at BAILY, COVTN, DAWSN, JOSLN, -                                  2,655                            2,655                            2,655                            2,655                            2,655                            
G05-0008-GROUP Replace Fire Alarm System at DAWSN, OAKHL 0 0 0 0 0
G05-0009-GROUP Replace Fire Alarm System at MAPLE, SIMS 0 0 0 0 0
G05-0010-GROUP Replace Fire Alarm System at BRGTH, GRAHM, REILY 0 0 0 0 0
P05-0011-BAILY Supplemental HVAC at Bailey Elementary Schoo (1,262)                           (1,262)                           (1,262)                           (1,262)                           (1,262)                           
G05-0012-GROUP Supplemental HVAC at Bedicheck & Odom Elementary Schoo (3,119)                         (3,119)                         (3,119)                         (3,119)                         (3,119)                         
G05-0013-GROUP Supplemental HVAC at Burnet MS & Graham Elementary Schoo (4,385)                         (4,385)                         (4,385)                         (4,385)                         (4,385)                         
P05-0014-MURCH Supplemental HVAC at Murchison Middle School (2,443)                         (2,443)                         (2,443)                         (2,443)                         (2,443)                         
P05-0015-CAMPB Supplemental HVAC at CAMPB 77,673                            32,490                          32,490                          32,490                          32,490                          32,490                          
P05-0016-REAGN Boiler Replacement -                                  12,189                          12,189                          12,189                          12,189                          12,189                          
P05-0017-SEES New Southeast Elementary School (594,832)                         (427,900)                       (427,900)                       (427,900)                       (427,900)                       (427,900)                       
P05-0018-SWES New Southwest Elementary School (1,043,885)                      (454,956)                       (454,956)                       (454,956)                       (454,956)                       (454,541)                       
P05-0019-NEMS New Northeast Middle School (1,100,360)                      (1,655,172)                    (1,655,172)                    (1,655,172)                    (1,789,649)                    (1,789,649)                    
G05-0020-GROUP Classroom Addition/Renovation at RDRGZ, HOUST (436,170)                         (297,522)                       (297,522)                       (297,522)                       (297,522)                       (297,522)                       
P05-0021-KIKER Classroom Addition/Renovation (663,053)                         (297,523)                       (297,523)                       (297,523)                       (297,523)                       (297,523)                       
G05-0022-GROUP Classroom Addition/Renovation at PALM, WIDEN (256,017)                         (121,069)                       (121,069)                       (121,069)                       (121,069)                       (121,069)                       
G05-0023-KEALG Classroom Addition/Renovation (380,399)                         729,160                        729,160                        729,160                        729,160                        729,160                        
P05-0024-DOBIE Classroom Addition/Renovation (492,070)                         (164,873)                       (164,873)                       (164,873)                       (164,873)                       (164,873)                       
P05-0025-LBJ Addition/Renovation (2,479,764)                      (1,916,772)                    (1,916,772)                    (1,916,772)                    (1,916,772)                    (1,916,772)                    
P05-0026-MCCAL Addition/Renovation (665,519)                         (1,644,204)                    (1,644,204)                    (1,644,204)                    (1,644,204)                    (1,644,204)                    
P05-0027-TRAVS Addition/Renovation (1,588,782)                      (2,089,369)                    (2,089,369)                    (2,089,369)                    (2,089,369)                    (2,089,369)                    
G05-0028-GROUP Addition/Renovation at SNCHZ, OAKSP (193,508)                         6,165                            6,165                            6,165                            6,165                            4,772                            
G05-0029-GROUP Addition/Renovation at LEE, ZILKR (161,000)                         16,814                          16,814                          16,814                          16,814                          19,770                          
P05-0030-BURGR Renovation (535,365)                         (526,139)                       (526,139)                       (526,139)                       (526,139)                       (526,139)                       
G05-0031-GROUP Renovation at BRNTW, RDGTP (209,173)                         (146,709)                       (146,709)                       (146,709)                       (146,709)                       (146,709)                       
G05-0032-GROUP Renovation at PECSP, WINN (200,592)                         (54,274)                         (54,274)                         (54,274)                         (54,274)                         (54,784)                         
G05-0033-GROUP Addition/Renovation at FULMR, MARTN (529,227)                         (671,937)                       (671,937)                       (671,937)                       (671,937)                       (671,937)                       
P05-0034-BLNTN Renovations 205,262                          330,173                        330,173                        330,173                        330,173                        330,173                        
P05-0035-DAVIS Renovations (115,422)                         (70,344)                         (70,344)                         (70,344)                         (70,344)                         (70,344)                         
G05-0036-GROUP Science Classroom Renovation & Casework at AUSTIN, BOWIE, (161,322)                         454,481                        454,481                        454,481                        454,481                        454,481                        
G05-0037-GROUP Repair/Replace Roofing at BOWIE, COVTN, KIKER 79,838                            108,517                        108,517                        108,517                        108,517                        108,517                        
*G05-0038-GROUP Repair/Replace Roofing at BRNTW, PDA, SUMIT 155,209                          0 0 0 0 0
P05-0039-REAGN Repair/Replace Roofing 378,039                          571,620                        571,620                        571,620                        571,620                        571,620                        
P05-0040-ALLAN Repair/Replace Roofing 254,758                          299,053                        299,053                        299,053                        299,053                        299,053                        
P05-0041-WALCK Renovations 316,116                          246,094                        246,094                        246,095                        246,095                        246,095                        
G05-0042-GROUP Repair/Replace Roofing at AUSTN, NELSF, PEARC 304,681                          304,759                        304,759                        327,175                        327,175                        327,175                        
G05-0043-GROUP Repair/Replace Roofing at COOK, DAVIS, MURCH, PILLW 84,828                            (10,770)                         (10,770)                         (10,770)                         (10,770)                         (10,770)                         
G05-0044-SCES New South Central Elementary School (1,260,330)                      (68,139)                         (68,139)                         (68,139)                         (68,139)                         (68,139)                         
G05-0045-GROUP Repair/Replace Roofing at ALISN, MENDZ, PALM 179,428                          177,847                        177,847                        177,847                        177,847                        177,847                        
P05-0046-FULMR Repair/Replace Roofing 101,264                          109,520                        109,520                        109,520                        109,520                        109,520                        
G05-0047-GROUP Playslab Cover Prototypes 46,292                            0 0 0 0 0
P05-0050-NEES New Northeast Elementary School (2,374,127)                      (4,755,341)                    (4,755,341)                    (4,755,341)                    (4,755,341)                    (4,796,272)                    
G05-0051-GROUP Misc Projects -                                  1,004,458                     1,004,458                     1,004,458                     1,004,458                     1,004,458                     
G05-0054-GROUP Install Traffic Gates at AUSTN, CASEY, COVTN, CRCKT, KOCRK, 7,932                              0 0 0 0 0
P05-0056-REAGN CCTV (29,826)                           (45,391)                         (45,391)                         (45,391)                         (45,391)                         (45,391)                         
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P05-0057-STELM Lower Level Classrooms & Admin (69,918)                           (202,999)                       (202,999)                       (202,999)                       (202,999)                       (202,999)                       
P05-0058-NORMN Supplemental HVAC at Norman Elementary School (2,080)                           (2,080)                           (2,080)                           (2,080)                           (2,080)                           
P05-0059-SRVCT Renovations, Expansions, Fire Alarm, (64,697)                           (79,205)                         (79,205)                         (79,205)                         (79,205)                         (79,205)                         
G05-0060-GROUP Card Access and Doors at 6 Schools (71,638)                           0 0 0 0 0
P05-0062-CAC Replace HVAC units 20,222                            33,191                          33,191                          33,191                          33,191                          33,191                          
G05-0063-GROUP Card Reader Access at 5 Schools (60,620)                           0 0 0 0 0
G05-0064-GROUP Card Reader Access at 4 Schools (47,038)                           0 0 0 0 0
P05-0065-BOWIE DDC Controls (41,775)                           (40,859)                         (40,859)                         (40,859)                         (40,859)                         (40,859)                         
G05-0068-GROUP Roofing at ANDRW, CLIFT & SIMS 95,599                            254,438                        254,438                        254,438                        254,438                        254,438                        
G05-0069-GROUP Roofing at BLKSH, GOVAL & ZAVLA 61,842                            64,704                          64,704                          82,207                          82,207                          82,207                          
G05-0070-GROUP Science Classroom Ventilation at AUSTN, REAGN -                                  4,797                            4,797                            4,797                            4,797                            4,797                            
G05-0073-GROUP Roofing Replacement at PLEHL & PLHLX 286,434                          315,868                        315,868                        315,868                        315,868                        315,868                        
P05-0074-LBJ Camera and Card Access 0 0 0 0 0 0
G05-0075-GROUP Traffic Engineering Study at CASEY, CUNHM, DOBIE, GOVAL, 0 0 0 0 0 0
P05-0076-ROOF Roof Assessments (5,400)                           (5,400)                           (5,400)                           (5,400)                           (5,400)                           
P05-0077-WALCK Moved to 50041 0 0 0 0 0 0
P05-0078-KIKER Classroom Addition/Renovation (Site Work) 0 18,061                          18,061                          18,061                          18,061                          18,061                          
G05-0079-GROUP Classroom Addition/Renovation at PALM, WIDEN (Replacement of 0 33,872                          33,872                          33,872                          33,872                          33,872                          
P05-0080-DOBIE Civil Work (14,409)                           (4,812)                           (4,812)                           (4,812)                           (4,812)                           (4,812)                           
P05-0081-PARED Card Reader Access and CCTV (26,519)                           0 0 0 0 0
G05-0082-GROUP Card Reader Access (82,241)                           0 0 0 0 0
P05-0083-GULLT Roofing Replacement 105,150                          108,419                        108,419                        108,419                        108,419                        108,419                        
G05-0084-GROUP Playslab Cover Prototypes 50,606                            28,308                          28,308                          28,308                          28,308                          28,308                          
P05-0085-NELSF MOVED TO 60015 - Roofing at Field House 31,545                            31,545                          31,545                          31,545                          31,545                          31,545                          
P05-0086-BURGR MOVED TO 50030 - Pressbox Repairs 0 0 0 0 0 0
P05-0087-CUNHM Built-Up Roof Replacement in Admin Area 20,178                            46,911                          46,911                          46,911                          46,911                          46,911                          
P05-0088-REAGN Exterior Door Replacement and Card Access 261,768                          206,797                        206,797                        206,797                        206,797                        206,797                        
P05-0089-CRCKT Roofing Repairs & Replacement 72,135                            95,778                          95,778                          95,778                          95,778                          95,778                          
P05-0090-REAGN HVAC Improvements (679,224)                         (223,071)                       (223,071)                       (223,071)                       (223,071)                       (181,064)                       
P05-0091-CRCKT MDF Modifications 26,237                            19,633                          19,633                          19,633                          19,633                          19,633                          
G05-0092-GROUP Kitchen Hood Fire Supression System Replacement 0 0 0 0 0 0
P05-0093 JORDN MDF Modifications 7,308                              0 0 0 0 0
P05-0094-ANDRS Replace Bleachers (7,678)                             (36,621)                         (36,621)                         (36,621)                         (36,621)                         (36,621)                         
P05-0102-JNSTN Elevator Installation, Renovate Student Restrooms (49,613)                           (25,460)                         (25,460)                         (25,460)                         (25,460)                         (25,460)                         
P05-0103-PORTR HVAC Improvements at Porter Middle School (34,174)                         (34,174)                         (34,174)                         (34,174)                         (34,174)                         
P05-0104-MNCHC Replace HVAC Chillers (44,232)                           4,595                            4,595                            4,595                            4,595                            4,595                            
P05-0105-LNIER HVAC Improvements at LNIER -                                  (16,687)                         (16,687)                         (16,687)                         (16,687)                         (16,687)                         
P05-0106-BRNTW Repair/Replace Roofing at BRNTW -                                  90,961                          90,961                          90,961                          90,961                          90,961                          
P05-0107-PDA Repair/Replace Roofing at PDA -                                  41,674                          41,674                          41,674                          41,674                          41,674                          
P05-0108-SUMIT Repair/Replace Roofing at SUMIT -                                  8,474                            8,474                            8,474                            8,474                            8,474                            
P05-0109-GULLT HVAC Improvements at GULLT -                                  (52,468)                         (52,468)                         (52,468)                         (52,468)                         (52,468)                         
G05-0110-GROUP Drainage, Ventilation & ADA at AUSTIN, GRAHAM, OHENRY, WEBB (403)                              (403)                              (403)                              (403)                              (403)                              

TOTALS (13,500,000)                    (10,273,349)                  (10,273,349)                  (10,233,429)                  (10,367,906)                  (10,365,362)                  
* This projected divided into projects P05-0106-BRNTW, P05-0107-PDA, & P05-0108-GULLT

= construction contract awarded                                       
= change from preceeding projection
= construction contract not awarded

GROUP 2  (FY 2006 PROJECTS)
P06-0002-BARNF Classroom Addition & Renovations at BARNF (749,974)                       (749,974)                       (749,974)                       (749,974)                       (749,974)                       
P06-0003-BARTH Additions & Renovations at BARTH 152,934                        152,934                        152,934                        152,934                        152,934                        
G06-0004-GROUP Roof,  HVAC and Other Renovations at BECKR, METZ, WLLMS (393,174)                       (393,174)                       (393,174)                       (393,174)                       (393,174)                       
P06-0005-BOWIE HVAC Renovations at BOWIE (19,420)                         (19,420)                         (19,420)                         (19,420)                         (19,420)                         
P06-0006-CASIS Parking, HVAC and Other Renovations at CASIS (56,069)                         (56,069)                         (58,427)                         (58,427)                         (58,427)                         
P06-0007-CRCKT Science, HVAC and Other Renovations at CRCKT (1,587,015)                    (1,587,015)                    (1,587,015)                    (1,587,015)                    (1,587,015)                    
P06-0008-CUNHM Roof Repair, Additions & Renovations at CUNHM (737,174)                       (737,174)                       (737,174)                       (737,174)                       (737,174)                       
P06-0010-GRAHM Classroom Addition & Renovations at GRAHM (67,227)                         (67,227)                         (67,227)                         (67,227)                         (67,227)                         
P06-0011-GULLT HVAC and Other Renovations at GULLT, Cafeteria and corridor ceiling (50,377)                         (50,377)                         (50,377)                         (50,377)                         (51,752)                         
P06-0012-JORDN Classroom Addition & Renovations at JORDN (375,455)                       (375,455)                       (375,455)                       (375,455)                       (375,455)                       
P06-0013-MAPLE Additions and Renovations at MAPLE 405,820                        405,820                        405,820                        405,820                        405,820                        
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P06-0014-MURCH HVAC and Other Renovations at MURCH (699,246)                       (699,246)                       (714,414)                       (714,414)                       (714,414)                       
P06-0015-NELSF Artificial Turf, Parking and Other Renovations at NELSF 97,519                          97,519                          97,519                          97,519                          97,519                          
P06-0016-NEWBT New Bus Terminal (5,858,473)                    (5,858,473)                    (6,278,222)                    (6,278,222)                    (6,278,222)                    
P06-0017-NORMN Sitework for Classroom and Other Additions & Renovations at NORMN

(20,872)                         (20,872)                         (20,872)                         (20,872)                         (20,872)                         
P06-0018-OAKHL HVAC, Roof Repair, and Other Renovations at OAKHL (626,684)                       (626,684)                       (626,684)                       (626,684)                       (626,684)                       
P06-0019-PORTR Window, HVAC and Other Renovations at PORTR    170,001                        170,001                        170,001                        170,001                        170,001                        
P06-0020-REILY Window, Roof, HVAC and Other Renovations at REILY 36,592                          36,592                          36,592                          36,592                          36,592                          
G06-0021-GROUP Safety & Security - Cameras at LANGF, LINDR, MENDZ, PLEHL, 507 507 507 507 507
G06-0022-GROUP Safety & Security - Cameras at BARRINGTON, DOSS, LAMAR, ST. 

ELMO 0 0 0 0 0
G06-0023-GROUP Safety & Security - Cameras at ANDRW, CLIFT, HARRS, STELM, 

WEBB 0 0 0 0 0
G06-0024-GROUP Safety & Security - Cameras at ALLAN, DAWSN, ORTGA, TRVHT, 

ZAVLA 0 0 0 0 0
G06-0025-GROUP Safety & Security - Cameras at BOONE, COVTN, PATTN, SAEGT, 

SMALL 0 0 0 0 0
G06-0026-GROUP Safety & Security - Cameras At BAKER, CAC, CAMPB, PEASE 0 0 0 0 0
G06-0027-GROUP Safety & Security - Fire Alarm at ALLAN and BAKER 0 0 0 0 0
G06-0029-GROUP Safety & Security - Fire Alarm at HARRS, NELSON & SAEGERT BUS 

TERMINALS 0 0 0 0 0
P06-0030-PORTR Safety & Security - Fire Alarm at PORTR 0 0 0 0 0
P06-0031-CAC Safety & Security - Fire Alarm at CAC 0 0 0 0 0
P06-0032-LINDR HVAC, Roof Repair, and Other Additions and Renovations at LINDR

(443,535)                       (443,535)                       (443,535)                       (443,535)                       (443,535)                       
P06-0033-SAEGT Additions and Renovations at SAEGERT BUS TERMINAL (347,870)                       (347,870)                       (347,870)                       (347,870)                       (347,870)                       
P06-0035-STELM HVAC and Other Renovations at STELM (713,892)                       (713,892)                       (713,892)                       (713,892)                       (713,892)                       
G06-0038-GROUP Renovate Baseball Fields 0 0 0 0 0
P06-0039-SCFLD Construct Soccer Fields 0 0 0 0 0
P06-0040-SFTBL Renovate Softball Fields 0 0 0 0 0
G06-0042-GROUP Playslab Covers 0 0 0 0 0
G06-0043-GROUP Playslab Covers 0 0 0 0 0
P06-0048-AKINS Classroom Addition & Renovations at Akins High School (132,013)                       (132,013)                       (132,013)                       (132,013)                       (132,013)                       
P06-0049-CAC HVAC Renovations at Carruth Admin. Center - Data Center 0 0 0 0 0
G06-0050-GROUP MDF Assessments 0 0 0 0 0
P06-0051-REAGN Supernode Expansion, HVAC and Other Renovations at REAGN 0 0 0 0 0
P06-0052-LBJ Bus Driveway Reconstruction - M&O Funded (3,516)                           (3,516)                           (3,516)                           (3,516)                           (3,516)                           
P06-0054-HSEPK House Park Restroom and Concession Area Renovations 1 1 1 1 1
P06-0055-CRCKT Automotive Center - M&O Funded (5,690)                           (5,690)                           (5,690)                           (5,690)                           (5,690)                           
G06-0056-GROUP Roof Repair/Replacement at WLLMS & PORTR 271,346                        271,346                        271,346                        271,346                        271,346                        
P06-0060-WRHSE Safety & Security - Fire Alarm at WRHSE 1 1 1 1 1
P06-0061-CRCKT Roof Repair/Replacement at CRCKT 46,545                          46,545                          46,545                          46,545                          46,545                          
P06-0062-STELM Roof Repair/Replacement at STELM 11,500                          11,500                          11,500                          11,500                          11,500                          
P06-0064-BECKR Roof Repair/Replacement at BECKR (17,424)                         (17,424)                         (17,424)                         (17,424)                         (17,424)                         
G06-0065-GROUP MDF - HVAC Improvements at SUMIT, LNIER, WINN, & BLNTN 0 0 0 0 0
G06-0066-GROUP MDF - HVAC Improvements at BAKER, MATHW, MILLS, AUSTN, & 

CASIS 0 0 0 0 0
G06-0067-GROUP MDF - HVAC Improvements at NORMN, JNSTN, SNCHZ, & ALC 0 0 0 0 0
G06-0068-GROUP MDF - HVAC Improvements at STELM, PLEHL, GARZA, DAWSN, 0 0 0 0 0
G06-0070-GROUP Provide Additional Electrical Power for MDF Rooms & 15 Locations 0 0 0 0 0
P06-0071-JNSTN Renovate North Annex Restrooms at JNSTN HS 0 0 0 0 0
P06-0072-ALLAN Relocate Professional Library-ALLAN 349,186                        349,186                        349,186                        349,186                        349,186                        
P06-0073-READ Construct Pre-K Center-READ 39,175                          39,175                          39,175                          39,175                          39,175                          
G06-0074-GROUP Electrical Improvements at 16 MDFs 0 0 0 0 0
G06-0075-GROUP Electrical Improvements at 15 MDFs 0 0 0 0 0
GO6-0076-GROUP Electrical Improvements at 16 MDFs 0 0 0 0 0
P06-0079-JORDN Fire Lane, Parking, and Fire Line 0 0 0 0 0
P06-0080-CASIS Interior partitions at CASIS 0 0 0 0 0
P06-0081-NORMN Classroom and Other Additions & Renovations at NORMN (635,441)                       (635,441)                       (635,441)                       (635,441)                       (635,441)                       
G06-0083-GROUP Safety & Security - Card Access & door repair at DAWSON, ORTEGA, 

TRAVIS HEIGHTS, & ZAVALA 0 0 0 0 0
G06-0084-GROUP Safety & Security - Card Access & Door Repair at BAKER, CAC, 0 0 0 0 0
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G06-0085-GROUP Safety & Security - Card Access & door repair at Harris & Pickle 
Elementary Schools & Clifton Center 0 0 0 0 0

G06-0086-GROUP Safety & Security - Card Access & door repair at Langford, Linder & 
Pleasant Hill Elementary Schools & Pleasant Hill Annex 0 0 0 0 0

G06-0087-GROUP Safety & Security - Card Access & door repair at Barrington, Doss, St. 
Elmo, Summitt, Wooldridge, & Wooten Elementary Schools 0 0 0 0 0

G06-0088-GROUP Safety & Security - Card Access & door repair at Boone & Patton 
Elementary Schools and Small Middle School 0 0 0 0 0

TOTALS (11,959,924)                  (11,959,924)                  (12,397,199)                  (12,397,199)                  (12,398,574)                  

GROUP 3  (FY 2007 PROJECTS)
G07-0001-GROUP Mathews ES & O. Henry MS Renovations (236,061)                       (236,061)                       (236,061)                       (236,061)                       (236,061)                       
P07-0002-PEARC Pearce MS Renovations 73,056                          73,056                          73,056                          73,056                          73,056                          
P07-0003-PILLW Pillow ES  Renovations 16,583                          16,583                          16,583                          16,583                          16,583                          
G07-0005-GROUP Joslin & Sunset Valley ES Renovations (21,768)                         (21,768)                         (21,768)                         (21,768)                         (21,768)                         
P07-0007-AKINS Classroom Addition & Ren at Akins HS (moved to P06-0048-AKINS) 108,119                        108,119                        108,119                        108,119                        108,119                        
P07-0008-ALC Alternative Learning Center Renovations 29,882                          29,882                          29,882                          29,882                          29,882                          
P07-0009-ANDRS Anderson HS Renovations (430,630)                       (430,630)                       (426,636)                       (426,636)                       (426,636)                       
P07-0010-BRGTN Barrington ES Roofing Repair/Replacement (2,374)                           (2,374)                           (2,874)                           (2,874)                           (2,874)                           
P07-0011-BEDCK Bedichek MS Additions & Renovations 20,851                          20,851                          20,851                          20,851                          20,851                          
G07-0012-GROUP Blackshear & Sims ES Renovations 2,774                            2,774                            2,774                            2,774                            2,774                            
G07-0013-GROUP Allison & Brooke ES Renovations Phase I 59,507                          59,507                          62,656                          62,656                          62,656                          
G07-0014-GROUP Bryker Woods ES & Rosedale School Renovations 61,991                          61,991                          61,991                          61,991                          61,991                          
P07-0015-GROUP Burnet MS Renovations 71,605                          71,605                          71,605                          71,605                          71,605                          
P07-0017-DOSS Doss ES Renovations/Expansions 9,584                            9,584                            (2,490)                           (2,490)                           (697)                              
P07-0019-HIPRK Highland Park ES Renovations (256,854)                       (256,854)                       (256,854)                       (256,854)                       (256,854)                       
P07-0020-HSEPK House Park Additions & Renovations (330,633)                       (330,633)                       (330,633)                       (330,633)                       (330,633)                       
G07-0022-GROUP Kocurek & Menchaca ES Renovations 365                               365                               365                               365                               365                               
P07-0025-NELBT Nelson Bus Terminal Renovations/Expansions (252,006)                       (252,006)                       (252,006)                       (252,006)                       (252,006)                       
P07-0028-ODOM Odom ES Renovations (CSP) (230,114)                       (230,114)                       (230,114)                       (230,114)                       (230,114)                       
G07-0031-GROUP S&S at Brown, Hart, Hill & McBee CCTV 0 0 0 0 0
G07-0032-GROUP S&S at Bailey MS, Casey, Cowan, Mills ES CCTV 0 0 0 0 0
P07-0047-SWMS New Southwest MS (4,133,958)                    (4,133,958)                    (4,133,958)                    (4,133,958)                    (4,133,958)                    
G07-0048-GROUP Summitt ES School & Clifton Center HVAC Renovations  & Johnston Chiller (60,978)                         (60,978)                         (60,978)                         (60,978)                         (60,978)                         
G07-0049-GROUP Playslab Covers 0 0 0 0 0
P07-0050-PAC Programming & Feasibility for New Performing Arts Center 0 0 0 0 0
P07-0051-WEBB Webb MS Additions & Renovations (389,635)                       (389,635)                       (389,635)                       (389,635)                       (389,635)                       
P07-0052-LNIER Lanier HS Additions & Renovations (1,844,669)                    (1,844,669)                    (1,834,058)                    (1,834,058)                    (1,834,058)                    
P07-0054-PALM HVAC at Palm ES (2,157)                           (2,157)                           (2,157)                           (2,157)                           (2,157)                           
G07-0055-GROUP S&S at Austin, Garza, Johnston HS, Galindo & Govalle ES, and Warehouse CCTV 0 0 0 0 0
P07-0056-PORTR Drainage, Safety & Security, Restroom & Other Renovations @ Porter 50,466                          50,466                          50,466                          50,466                          50,466                          
P07-0057-PORTR Construct Parking & Drainage @ Porter 12,699                          12,699                          12,699                          12,699                          12,699                          
P07-0059-PEASE Roof & Restroom Renovation  @ Pease ES (196,773)                       (196,773)                       (196,773)                       (196,773)                       (196,773)                       
P07-0061-TENIS New Tennis Facilities, Location TBD (445,000)                       (445,000)                       (445,000)                       (445,000)                       (445,000)                       
G07-0062-GROUP Playslab Covers for McBee, Summitt, Rosedale & Pease 0 0 0 0 0
G07-0063-GROUP S&S Card Access at Brown, Hart, Hill & McBee 0 0 0 0 0
G07-0064-GROUP S&S Card Access at Garza, Johnston, Galindo, Govalle & Warehouse 0 0 0 0 0
G07-0065-GROUP S&S Card Access at Casey, Cowan, & Mills 0 0 0 0 0
P07-0066-CAC Gen Renovations & Acquisition of Digital Equip.at CAC Board Room 5,832                            5,832                            5,832                            5,832                            5,832                            
G07-0067-GROUP HVAC, Restroom, Window, CCTV and Card Access at Blackshear & Sims ES (15,484)                         (15,484)                         (15,484)                         (15,484)                         (15,484)                         
P07-0068-READ Read Pre-K Center Renovations (252,598)                       (252,598)                       (252,598)                       (252,598)                       (252,598)                       
P07-0069-BAKER Renovations @ Baker (157,165)                       (157,165)                       (157,165)                       (157,165)                       (157,165)                       
P07-0070-BAKER Baker Media Renovations at Baker 11,231                          11,231                          11,231                          11,231                          11,231                          
G07-0071-GROUP Roof Repair/Replacement at Byker Woods ES & Rosedale 7,897                            7,897                            7,897                            7,897                            7,897                            
P07-0072-WEBB Roofing @ Webb MS 8,825                            8,825                            8,825                            8,825                            8,825                            
P07-0073-BURNT Roofing @ Burnet MS 72,144                          72,144                          72,144                          72,144                          72,144                          
P07-0074-PORTR Parking and Drainage (44,771)                         (44,771)                         (44,771)                         (44,771)                         (44,771)                         
P07-0075-BOWIE Restroom, Architectural & Civil Renovation 0 0 0 0 0
P07-0076-BOWIE CCTV @ Bowie HS 0 0 0 0 0
P07-0077-COOK Mechanical, Electrical, Security & Other Renovations @ Cook ES (233,457)                       (233,457)                       (233,457)                       (233,457)                       (233,457)                       
P07-0078-BRGTN Renovations @ Barrington ES 52,116                          52,116                          52,116                          52,116                          52,116                          
P07-0079-ALC Roof Repair & Replacement @ ALC -85622 85,622                          85,622                          85,622                          85,622                          85,622                          
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P07-0080-BEDCK Roof Repair/Replacement at Bedichek ES (300)                              (300)                              (300)                              (300)                              (300)                              
P07-0081-BEDCK Renovations & Additions @ Bedicheck ES (2,238,687)                    (2,141,568)                    (2,141,568)                    (2,141,568)                    (2,141,568)                    
P07-0082-KOCRK Boiler Replacement at Kocurek ES 0 0 0 0 0
G07-0083-GROUP Renovations at Kureck & Menchaca ES (353,285)                       (343,219)                       (343,219)                       (343,219)                       (343,219)                       
P07-0084-DOSS Expansion, HVAC & Civil Renovations @ Doss 27,412                          27,412                          27,412                          27,412                          26,267                          
G07-0085-GROUP Safety & Security CCTV @ Summit, Wooldridge & Wooten ES 0 0 0 0 0
G07-0086-GROUP Card Access & Door Repair @ Summit, Wooldridge & Wooten ES 0 0 0 0 0
P07-0087-WEBB Fine Arts Additions & Major Renovations (Phase II) @ Webb MS (537,440)                       (537,440)                       (537,440)                       (537,440)                       (537,440)                       
P07-0088-BAKER Roofing Repair / Replacement @ Baker (10,491)                         (10,491)                         (10,491)                         (10,491)                         (10,491)                         
G07-0089-GROUP Playslab Covers @ Joslin, Sunset Valley, Allison, Boooke, Matthews & Jordan ES (9,287)                           (9,287)                           (9,287)                           (9,287)                           (9,287)                           
P07-0090-HIPRK Restrooms & Piping Renovations @ Highland park ES 3,131                            3,131                            3,131                            3,131                            3,131                            

G07-0092-GROUP Roofing at Joslin & Sunset Valley ES 4,560                            4,560                            4,560                            4,560                            4,560                            

G07-0093-GROUP General Renovations at Joslin and Sunset Valley 64,983                          64,983                          64,983                          64,983                          64,983                          
P07-0094-BURNT Security Lighting 40,615                          40,615                          40,615                          40,615                          40,615                          

TOTALS (11,784,725)                  (11,677,541)                  (11,672,361)                  (11,672,361)                  (11,671,713)                  

GROUP 4  (FY 2008 PROJECTS)

G08-0001-BAKER Renovations (moved to P07-0069-BAKER) 35,374                          35,374                          35,374                          35,374                          35,374                          

P08-0002-LNIER Additions & Renovations (moved to P07-0052-LNIER) 171,650                        171,650                        171,650                        171,650                        171,650                        

G08-0006-GROUP Renovations at Allan & Zavala ES (184,109)                       (184,109)                       (184,109)                       (184,109)                       (184,109)                       

G08-0007-GROUP Renovations at Boone & Patton ES 134,750                        134,750                        134,750                        134,750                        134,750                        

G08-0008-GROUP Renovations at Langford ES & Mendez MS 137,717                        137,717                        137,717                        137,717                        137,717                        

G08-0010-ALISN Renovations at Allison 16,625                          16,625                          16,625                          16,625                          16,625                          

G08-0011-GROUP Renovations at Andrews and Harris ES - Phase I (56,778)                         (56,778)                         (56,778)                         (56,778)                         (56,778)                         

G08-0012-GROUP Renovations at Clifton CDS & Reagan HS (11,191)                         (11,191)                         (11,191)                         (11,191)                         (11,191)                         

G08-0013-GROUP Renovations at Covington & Bailey MS 71,870                          71,870                          71,870                          71,870                          71,870                          

P08-0016-LAMAR Renovations at Lamar MS (623)                              (623)                              (623)                              (623)                              (623)                              

P08-0017-SWMS New Southwest Middle School (moved to P07-0047-SWMS) 938,312                        938,312                        938,312                        938,312                        938,312                        

P08-0020-REAGN Renovations at Reagan HS (moved to G08-0012-REAGN) 215,575                        215,575                        215,575                        215,575                        215,575                        

P08-0021-SUMIT Renovations at Summit (moved to G08-0025-GROUP) 3,458                            3,458                            3,458                            3,458                            3,458                            

G08-0022-GROUP Renovations at Travis Heights & Dawson ES (95,672)                         (95,300)                         (95,301)                         (95,301)                         (95,301)                         

P08-0023-WEBB Webb MS Additions & Renovations (moved to P07-0051-WEBB) 198,494                        198,494                        198,494                        198,494                        198,494                        

P08-0024-WLDRG Renovations at Wooldridge ES (255,903)                       (255,903)                       (255,903)                       (255,903)                       (255,903)                       

G08-0025-GROUP Renovations at Summit & Wooten ES 178,247                        247,811                        247,811                        247,811                        247,811                        

P08-0026-NCES1 New North Central ES (3,839,061)                    (3,839,061)                    (4,822,846)                    (7,083,216)                    (7,083,216)                    
G08-0028-GROUP Renovations at Pleasant Hill ES & Pleasant Hill Annex (63,170)                         (63,170)                         (63,170)                         (63,170)                         (63,170)                         

G08-0029-GROUP Playslab Covers at Allan, Boone, Dawson, Patton, & Pleasant Hill ES 43,777                          43,777                          43,777                          43,777                          43,777                          

G08-0030-GROUP Playslab Covers at Brown, Galindo, Ortega, Pickle, Travis Heights, & Wooten ES 0 0 0 0 0

P08-0031-GOVAL Restroom, Mechanical & Other Renovations at Govalle ES 260,384                        260,384                        260,384                        260,384                        260,384                        

P08-0032-ORTGA Millwork, Mechanical and Other Renovations at Ortega ES 278,052                        278,052                        278,052                        278,052                        278,052                        

P08-0034-JNSTN Roofing & Gutters at Johnston HS 134,036                        134,036                        134,036                        134,036                        134,036                        

P08-0035-DOSS Civil Renovations at Doss ES (694,343)                       (694,343)                       (694,343)                       (694,343)                       (694,343)                       

P08-0036-HIPRK Piping Renovations at Highland Park ES 61,130                          61,130                          61,130                          61,130                          61,130                          

P08-0037-SWES2 New Southwest ES (2,138,667)                    (2,138,667)                    (2,138,667)                    (2,138,667)                    (2,138,667)                    

P08-0038-CASIS Cooling Tower Replacement at Casis ES (47,851)                         (47,851)                         (47,851)                         (47,851)                         (47,851)                         

P08-0039-CASIS Replace Sewer Lines at Casis ES 21,766                          21,766                          21,766                          21,766                          21,766                          

P08-0041-GROUP Shop & Fire Alarm Renovations at Clifton Center (2,665)                           (2,665)                           (2,665)                           (2,665)                           (2,665)                           

P08-0042-MCCAL HVAC Improvements at McCallum (131)                              (131)                              (130)                              (130)                              (130)                              

P08-0043-CAC CAC Fire Sprinkler Repair/Replacement 146,977                        146,977                        146,977                        146,977                        146,977                        

P08-0046-BROOK Roof Replacement at Brooke ES 49,818                          49,818                          49,818                          49,818                          49,818                          

G08-0047-GROUP Renovations at Andrews and Harris ES - Phase II (149,401)                       (149,401)                       (128,430)                       (128,430)                       (128,430)                       

P08-0049-REILY Structural Repairs at Kitchen Roof 2t Rielly ES (268)                              (268)                              (268)                              
TOTALS (4,648,577)                    (4,578,641)                    (5,541,723)                    (7,595,069)                    (7,595,069)                    

GROUP 5 (PHASE 5: FY2009 PROJECTS)
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P09-0001-ESMHS Renovations 1,570,000                     1,570,000                     1,570,000                     1,570,000                     1,570,000                     

G09-0002-HART Install restroom tile 0 0 0 0 0

P09-0005-AUSTN Additions & Renovations (302,254)                       (302,254)                       (302,254)                       (302,254)                       (302,254)                       

P09-0006-BAILY Renovations at Bailey MS (moved to G08-0013-GROUP) (8,662)                           (8,662)                           (8,662)                           (8,662)                           (8,662)                           

P09-0009-BROWN Additions & Renovations (202,654)                       (202,654)                       (202,654)                       (202,654)                       (202,654)                       

P09-0010-CAC Renovations 456,398                        456,398                        456,398                        456,398                        456,398                        

P09-0011-GARZA Additions & Renovations 216,088                        216,088                        216,088                        216,088                        216,088                        

P09-0013-HILL Renovations 106,646                        106,646                        106,646                        106,646                        106,646                        

P09-0016-PEASE
Roof /Restroom Ren & Playslab Cover  @ Pease ES (moved to 70059 
& 70062) 4,540                            4,540                            4,540                            4,540                            4,540                            

P09-0018-ARTS Site Aquistion & Construction of New PAC (822,521) (822,520) (822,520) (822,520) (822,521)

P09-0026-SUMIT Remaining Roof Replacment (26,253)                         (25,784)                         (25,784)                         (25,784)                         (25,784)                         

P09-0045-BOWIE Renovations at Bowie (9)                                  

P09-0054-CLDWH New Cold Storage Warehouse 0 0 0 0 0

G09-0079-GROUP HVAC at Allison & Brooke ES (13,942)                         (13,942)                         (13,942)                         (13,942)                         (13,942)                         

G09-0083-GROUP Card Access & Door Repair @ Covington & Mendez MS 0 0 0 0 0

G09-0084-GROUP Card Access & Door Repair @ Houston & Rodriguez 0 0 0 0 0

P10-0036-PLHNX Sitework and Parking at Pleasant Hill Annex 7,643                            7,643                            7,643                            7,643                            7,643                            

P10-0037-WOOTN Roofing Repair / Replacement @ Wooten ES 0 0 0 0 0

P10-0038-COOK Replace Chiller Pumps (201,750)                       (153,485)                       (153,485)                       (153,485)                       (153,485)                       

P10-0039-WEBB Supplemental Parking and Sidewalk 285 285 285 285 285

P10-0040-WEBB Art Sink + Floor Drain 4,845                            4,845                            4,845                            4,845                            4,845                            

P10-0047-OHNRY Roof Repair/Replacement @ O'Henry MS 1 1 1 1 1
TOTALS 788,411                        837,147                        837,147                        837,147                        837,137                        

GROUP 6 (MULTIPHASE SUPPORT)

G05-0049-C MGT Program-wide expenses 250,000                        250,000                        250,000                        250,000                        250,000                        

G05-0053-HZMAT Hazard abatement 0 0 0 0 0

G05-0061-SECUR Safety/Security 0 0 0 0 0

P05-0066-TECHN Technology 0 0 0 0 0

P05-0097-LAND Land Acquisition (3,283,959)                    (3,284,175)                    (3,285,305)                    (3,284,580)                    (3,284,580)                    

P05-0098-PRTBL Portables (4,403,725)                    (4,403,725)                    (4,403,725)                    (4,403,725)                    (4,403,725)                    

P05-0099-MOVNG Moving and storage (460,000)                       (460,000)                       (486,000)                       (486,000)                       (486,000)                       

P10-0035-ENRGY Energy Consultants 0 0 0 0 0
TOTALS (7,897,684)                    (7,897,900)                    (7,925,030)                    (7,924,305)                    (7,924,305)                    
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Original Program Contingency              $49,712,983

** Current Surplus Project Funds          $     837,137

Interest Earned on Bond Funds            $  1,880,851

* Current Contingency                           $52,430,971

2004 Bond Program
Contingency Share by Group

Update No. 71: September 11, 2012
Current Contingency = $52,430,971 *

 �

FY05 Contingency
$10,365,362 

(Decreased $2,544 since 
last report)

FY06 Contingency 
$12,398,574

 (Increased $1,375 since 
last report)

FY07 Contingency
$11,671,713

 (Decreased $648 since 
last report)

FY08 Contingency
$7,595,069

(No change since last 
report)

FY09  
Contingency $0

** ($837,137 of Surplus 
Funds)

Multi Phase 
Contingency
$7,924,305

 (No change since last 
report )

Available 
Contingency
$2,475,948 

(Increased $2,182 since 
last report)



SUMMARY
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2008 BOND PROGRAM-LEVEL CONTINGENCY
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  *Includes the original Contingency of $23,809,161, plus current surplus project funds of $6,620,533, plus $39,477 

Chart A
Group No. Group Title % of Prog. Cont. Contingency Amount Current Project Budget % of Budget

1 Phase 1 75.69% 23,062,806                178,503,440                  12.9%
2 Phase 2 6.07% 1,850,790                  14,324,896                    12.9%
3 Phase 3 2.07% 629,584                     4,872,905                      12.9%
4 Phase 4 11.31% 3,446,784                  26,677,706                    12.9%
6 Multiphase Support 4.85% 1,479,207                  11,448,901                    12.9%

Totals 100.00% 30,469,171$              235,827,848$                

5 Phase 5 69,147,322
7 Other 38,742,649                    

Program Total 343,717,819$                

Chart B

Group No. Group Title % of Prog. Cont. Contingency Amount Current Project Budget % of Budget

1 Phase 1 5.18% 1,579,281                  178,503,440                  0.9%
*2 Phase 2 0.00% -                             14,324,896                    0.0%
**3 Phase 3 0.00% -                             4,872,905                      0.0%
4 Phase 4 62.01% 18,892,771                26,677,706                    70.8%
6 Multiphase Support 14.36% 4,375,000                  11,448,901                    38.2%

NA Available Contingency 18.45% 5,622,119                  NA NA
Totals 100.00% 30,469,171 235,827,848                  

3 *  Excess remaining project funds in the amount of $6,054,095 are currently estimated for this phase.
3 **  Excess remaining project funds in the amount of $566,438 are currently estimated for this phase.

UPDATE NO. 29: September 11, 2012

All of the 2008 Bond Program intiatives are divided into seven (7) groups. The 2008 Bond Program-level Contingency 
(Contingency) was established for five (5) of these groups (Groups 1-4, and Group 6).  Groups 1-4 are the initiatives to be 
developed in the four consecutive phases of the Program.  Group 6 includes certain initiatives such as Hazardous Material 
Abatement, Moving and Storage activities,  and Program Administration efforts, which will be required over the various phases 
of the Program.  Group 5 includes all of the Technology initiatives of the Program.  Group 7 includes Buses, Legal/Issuance, 
and Contingency funds.

The current Contingency in the amount of *$30,469,171 provides an approximate 12.9% of augmentational funding when 
allocated on the proportional basis that the total budget of each Group is to the total budget of Groups 1-4 and 6 exclusive of 
Contingency (see chart A below).

As all but a very few projects in the entire 2008 Bond Program are completed or under construction, the currently estimated 
net projected Contingency needs have been developed for each project of every phase of the 2008 Bond Program (see 
Attachment A).  The total net projected Contingency needed by phase is listed below (see Chart B). Phase 2 (Group 2) and 
Phase 3 (Group 3) represent approximately 8% of the program, and indications are that no current net Contingency is needed 
for these phases.  Rather, it currently appears that Phase 2 and Phase 3 will likely have excess project funds remaining.

   of interest earned on the bond 
f d
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Projection 1 Projection 25 Projection 26 Projection 27 Projection 28 Projection 29

PROJECT NO. TITLE

 Estimated 
Program 
Contingency 
Deduct/Add (Dec. 
16, 2009) 

 Estimated 
Program 
Contingency 
Deduct/Add (April 
11, 2012) 

 Estimated 
Program 
Contingency 
Deduct/Add (May 9, 
2012) 

 Estimated 
Program 
Contingency 
Deduct/Add (June 
13, 2012) 

 Estimated 
Program 
Contingency 
Deduct/Add 
(August 10, 2012) 

 Estimated 
Program 
Contingency 
Deduct/Add (Sept. 
11, 2012) 

GROUP 1  (FY 2009 PROJECTS)
P05-0026-MCCAL Addition/Renovation                      (8,434)                      (8,434)
P07-0052-LNIER Additionsl and Renovations to Lanier H S                      (1,429)                      (1,429)                      (1,429)                    (10,440)                    (10,440)
P07-0069-BAKER HVAC Renovations to Baker                    254,004                    254,004                    254,004                    254,004                    254,004                    254,004 
P07-0081-BEDCK Renovations @ Bedichek MS 0 (24,923)                   (24,923)                   (24,923)                   (24,923)                   (24,923)                   
P07-0087-WEBB Phase II Fine Arts Addtions (Elevator) 0 0 0 0 0 0

G08-0011-GROUP Site Improvements at Andrews and Harris ES 0 (4,320)                     (4,320)                     (4,320)                     (4,320)                     (4,320)                     
G08-0028-GROUP Renovations at Pleasant Hill ES and Pleasant Hill Annex (HVAC @ Kitchen) (14,153)                   73,126                    73,126                    73,126                    73,126                    73,126                    
P09-0001-ESMHS Renovations @ Eastside Memorial HS/International HS (841,945)                 (1,109,329)              (1,109,329)              (1,109,329)              (1,109,329)              (1,109,329)              
P09-0005-AUSTN Addition/Renovation- Austin HS (1,769,443)              (1,152,335)              (1,152,335)              (1,152,335)              (1,152,335)              (1,152,335)              
P09-0009-BROWN Addition/Renovation - Brown ES (77,329)                   (14,655)                   (14,655)                   (14,655)                   (14,655)                   (14,655)                   
P09-0011-GARZA Additions/Renovations @ Garza Independence HS 0 (59,393)                   (59,393)                   (59,393)                   (59,393)                   (59,393)                   

G09-0032-GROUP
Group A - Electrical Power and Harmonic Distortion Correction at Clayton, Kiker, Mills, Oak Hill and Patton 
ES, Bailey, Small MS & Bowie HS (65,000.00)              (65,000)                   (65,000)                   0 0 0

G09-0033-GROUP
Group B - Electrical Power and Harmonic Distortion Correction at Houston, Langford, Linder, Rodriguez, 
Pecan Spgrs, Travis HS and Warehouse (65,000.00)              (65,000)                   (65,000)                   0 0 0

G09-0034-GROUP
Group C - Electrical Power and Harmonic Distortion Correction at Blazier, Boone Perez, Widen, Fulmore, 
Martin and Mendez (65,000.00)              (65,000)                   (65,000)                   0 0 0

G09-0035-GROUP
Group D - Electrical Power and Harmonic Distortion Correction at Campbell, ordan, Oak Sprgs, LBJ, ALC 
and Noach Field (65,000.00)              (65,000)                   (65,000)                   0 0 0

G09-0036-GROUP
Group E - Electrical Power and Harmonic Distortion Correction at Blanton Brown, Webb, Reagan, Clifton 
Cntr, Nelson Field and Nelson Bus Terminal (65,000.00)              (65,000)                   (65,000)                   0 0 0

G09-0037-GROUP
Group F - Electrical Power and Harmonic Distortion Correction at Barrington, Graham, Hart, Walnut Creek, 
Wooten, Dobie and Lanier (65,000.00)              (65,000)                   (65,000)                   0 0 0

G09-0038-PAYRL Acquire Payroll Software (17,810)                   (17,810)                   (17,810)                   0 0
G09-0039-GROUP Roofing @ Blackshear & Brown ES 0 0 0 0 46,877.00                46,877.00                
P09-0040-BURNT Roofing at Burnet MS 150,508                  150,508                  150,508                  150,508                  150,508                  150,508                  
P09-0041- AKINS Addition @ Akins HS 1,650,307                1,582,788                1,582,788                1,582,788                1,582,788                1,582,788                
P09-0042-ANDRS Additions/Renovatons @ Anderson HS 1,300,000                728,109                  728,109                  728,109                  728,109                  728,109                  
P09-0044-BRGTN Additions/Renovaitons @ Barrington ES 610,571                  465,741                  465,741                  465,741                  465,741                  465,741                  
P09-0045-BOWIE Additions/Renovations @ Bowie HS 1,213,468                1,213,468                1,213,468                1,213,468                1,486,315                1,485,315                
P09-0046-CRCKT Additons/Renovations @ Crockett HS 144,621                  (81,415)                   (81,415)                   (81,415)                   (81,415)                   (81,415)                   
P09-0047-HART Classroom Addition @ Hart ES 695,697                  858,655                  858,655                  858,655                  858,655                  858,655                  
G09-0048-GROUP Renovations at LBJ & LBJ LASA HS (257,293)                 (60,688)                   (60,688)                   (60,688)                   (60,688)                   (60,688)                   
P09-0050-LANGF Classroom Addition @ Langford ES 59,917                    148,795                  148,795                  148,795                  148,795                  148,795                  
P09-0051-LNIER Additions/Renovations @ Lanier HS (250,000)                 (1,626,483)              (1,626,483)              (1,626,483)              (1,626,483)              (1,626,483)              
P09-0052-MCCAL Additions/Renovations @ McCallum HS (739,025)                 (2,090,577)              (2,090,577)              (2,090,577)              (2,090,577)              (2,090,577)              
P09-0053-MNCHC Renovations @ Menchaca ES (228,317)                 111,578                  111,578                  111,578                  111,578                  111,578                  
P09-0054-CLDWH Cold Storage Warehouse (132,897)                 (397,043)                 (397,043)                 (397,043)                 (397,043)                 (397,043)                 
P09-0055-REAGN Renovations @ Reagan HS 81,341                    179,996                  179,996                  179,996                  179,996                  179,996                  
P09-0056-RICHD Renovations @ Ann Richards School for Young Women Leaders (552,056)                 (452,525)                 (452,525)                 (452,525)                 (452,525)                 (452,525)                 
P09-0057-TRAVS Renovations @ Travis HS (354,441)                 (354,441)                 (354,441)                 (354,441)                 (354,441)                 (354,441)                 
P09-0058-ECCL Early Childhood Center (1,719,514)              1,556,459                1,556,459                1,556,459                1,556,459                1,556,459                
P09-0059-PAC2 Performing Arts Center (1,965,076)              (2,465,076)              (2,465,076)              (2,465,076)              (2,980,374)              (2,980,374)              

G09-0060-GROUP
Dishwasher Replacment at Barton Hills, Gullett, Hill, Lee, Sanchez, St. Elmo, Walnut Creek, Wooldridge & 
Wooten ES and Kealing, Lamar, Murchison & O.Henry MS 0 0 0 0 0 0

G09-0065-GROUP HVAC Equipment at St Elmo and Zilker ES (113,942)                 157,852                  157,852                  157,852                  157,852                  157,852                  
P09-0066-BAILY HVAC @ Bailey MS 130,025                  202,930                  202,930                  202,930                  202,930                  202,930                  
P09-0067-BOONE HVAC @ Boone ES 147,760                  162,853                  162,853                  162,853                  189,888                  189,888                  
G09-0068-GROUP HVAC Equipment at Andrews ES, Burnet & Dobie MS (28,577)                   (28,577)                   (28,577)                   (28,577)                   18,477                    18,477                    
P09-0070-CRCKT Automotive Education Equipment 0 277,077                  277,077                  277,077                  277,077                  277,077                  
P09-0072-SHSL South High School Land (acquisition) 0 0 0 0 0 0
P09-0073-ESMHS Roofing @ Eastside Memorial HS 24,542                    85,864                    85,864                    85,864                    85,864                    85,864                    
P09-0074-AUSTN Roofing @ Austin HS (261,644)                 (199,310)                 (199,310)                 (199,310)                 (199,310)                 (199,310)                 
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P09-0078-STELM Restroom Accessibility Renovations @ St Elmo ES 137,220                  126,108                  126,108                  126,108                  126,108                  274,219                  
G09-0079-GROUP Renovations at Allison & Brooke ES 0 36,172                    36,172                    36,172                    36,172                    36,172                    
G09-0081-GROUP Sanitary & Restroom Renovations at Zilker ES and Fulmore MS (137,449)                 184,310                  184,310                  184,310                  184,310                  184,310                  

G09-0087-GROUP
Cafeteria Renovations at Allison, Brentwood, Brooke, Bryker Woods, Casis, Gullett, Lee, Wooten ES, 
Lamar & O.Henry MS (350,000)                 (21,335)                   (21,335)                   (21,335)                   (21,335)                   (21,335)                   

= construction contract awarded C73                                        TOTALS (3,583,120)              (1,995,272)              (1,995,272)              (1,605,272)              (1,726,392)              (1,579,281)              
= change from preceeding projection
= construction contract not awarded

GROUP 2  (FY 2010 PROJECTS)
G10-0001-GROUP Building Envelope Improvements @ Barton Hills & Highland Park ES 51,606                    51,606                    51,606                    51,606                    51,606                    
P10-0002-PEARC Building Envelope Improvements @ Pearce MS 106,756                  106,756                  106,756                  106,756                  106,756                  

G10-0003-GROUP
Cafeteria/Kitchen Renovations @ Allan, Becker, Harris, Oak Springs, Odom, Pillow, Reilly, Ridgetop & 
Travis Heights ES 96,122                    96,122                    96,122                    96,122                    96,122                    

G10-0004-GROUP
Install Capacitor Banks @ Crockett HS, Covington MS, Burger Center, Cunningham, Odom, Sunset Valley 
ES & Saegert (65,000)                   (65,000)                   0 538,138                  538,138                  

G10-0005-GROUP Install Capacitor Banks @ Akins HS, Baranoff, Casey, Kocurek, Menchaca, Palm & Harris ES (65,000)                   (65,000)                   0 512,512                  512,512                  

G10-0006-GROUP Install Capacitor Banks @ Johnson HS, Allan, Allison, Blackshear, Brooke, Govalle ES & Service Center (65,000)                   (65,000)                   0 576,576                  576,576                  

G10-0007-GROUP
Install Capacitor Banks @ McCallum HS, Rosedate, Baker, Brentwood, Bryker Woods, Ridgetop & Reilly 
ES (65,000)                   (65,000)                   0 512,512                  512,512                  

G10-0008-GROUP Install Capacitor Banks @ Lamar, Pearce MS, Read, Lee, Winn, Andrews, Casis & Media Productions (65,000)                   (65,000)                   0 499,699                  499,699                  
G10-0009-GROUP Install Capacitor Banks @ Anderson HS, Cook, Doss, Davis, McBee, Hill & Summitt ES (65,000)                   (65,000)                   0 512,512                  512,512                  

G10-0010-GROUP
Replace Entry Tile @ Allan, Replace Cafeteria/Gym Partition @ Davis, Construct Classroom Storage Units 
@ Mathews and Renovated Admin Area & Construct Canopy at Mills ES (63,651)                   (63,651)                   (63,651)                   (63,651)                   (63,651)                   

G10-0011-GROUP Restroom Renovations @ Bailey & Barton Hills 88,449                    88,449                    88,449                    88,449                    88,449                    
P10-0012-FULMR Sanitary & Restroom Renovations 60,371                    60,371                    60,371                    60,371                    60,371                    
P10-0014-ZILKR Sanitary & Restroom Renovations 25,349                    25,349                    25,349                    25,349                    25,349                    
G10-0019-GROUP Repair/Replace Roofing @ Barton Hills & St. Elmo ES 303,581                  303,581                  303,581                  303,581                  303,581                  
G10-0020-GROUP Repair/Replace Roofing @ Highland Park ES 29,863                    29,863                    29,863                    261,032                  261,032                  
G10-0021-GROUP Various Improvements @ Allan, Barton Hills, Highland Park ES & Pearce MS (50,897)                   (50,897)                   (50,898)                   (50,898)                   (50,898)                   

G10-0024-GROUP
Replace Dishwashers @ Allan, Andrews, Burnet, Campbell, Dobie, Harris, Oak Springs, OdomES & Webb 
MS 38,130                    38,130                    38,130                    38,130                    38,130                    

G10-0026-GROUP Repair.Replace HVAC @ Norman & Summitt ES 434,981                  434,981                  435,448                  435,448                  434,738                  
G10-0027-GROUP Repair/Replace HVAC @ Williams & Mendez MS 106,514                  106,514                  106,514                  106,514                  106,514                  
P10-0028-BECKR Repair/Replace HVAC @ Becker ES 132,350                  132,350                  132,350                  251,241                  251,241                  
P10-0030-TRVHT Repair/Replace HVAC @ Travis Heights ES 161,527                  161,527                  161,526                  161,526                  161,526                  
P10-0031-DAWSN Repair/Replace HVAC @ Dawson ES 366,236                  366,236                  366,236                  366,236                  366,215                  
G10-0032-GROUP Repair/Replace HVAC @ Jordan, Ortega & Pecan Springs ES 155,577                  155,577                  155,577                  155,577                  155,577                  
P10-0033-GOVAL Repair/Replace HVAC @ Govalle ES 307,136                  307,136                  307,136                  307,136                  307,136                  
G10-0034-GROUP Repair/Replace HVAC @ Covington MS & Kiker ES 278,143                  278,143                  278,143                  292,441                  292,441                  
G10-0044-GROUP Cafeteria/Kitchen Renovations @ Lee, Bryker Woods & Caiss ES, and O'Henry MS (68,285)                   (68,285)                   (68,285)                   (68,285)                   (68,285)                   
G10-0045-GROUP Cafeteria/Kitchen Renovations @ Allison & Brooke ES, and Kealing MS (21,805)                   (21,805)                   (21,805)                   (21,805)                   (21,805)                   

TOTALS 2,148,053                2,148,053                2,538,519                6,054,826                6,054,095                

GROUP 3  (FY 2011 PROJECTS)
G11-0001-GROUP Building Envelope Improvements to Brentwood & Reilly ES 170,155                  217,106                  217,106                  217,106                  217,106                  
G11-0003-GROUP Cafeteria Renovations at Dawson, Joslin, Kocurek, Mathews, Pease ES (146,492)                 (146,492)                 (146,492)                 (128,667)                 (128,667)                 
G11-0010-GROUP Functional Interior Improvments at Doss ES, Mendez and O.Henry MS 73,186                    73,186                    73,186                    118,346                  118,346                  
G11-0011-GROUP Replace Bleachers at Dobie and Burnet MS 125,645                  125,645                  125,645                  125,645                  125,645                  
G11-0012-KEALG Construct Exitways at Kealing MS 18,034                    18,034                    18,034                    18,034                    18,034                    
G11-0013-GROUP Install Fencing at Sims and Joslin ES 59,781                    59,781                    59,781                    59,781                    59,781                    
P11-0014-SMALL Enclose Stairway & install Lighting at Small MS 24,898                    24,898                    24,898                    24,898                    24,898                    
G11-0015-GROUP Repair/Replace HVAC Equipment @ Covington & Kiker ES 66,935                    66,935                    66,935                    66,935                    66,935                    
G11-0016-GROUP Repair/Replace HVAC equipment @ Mendez & Williams ES 60,433                    60,433                    60,433                    60,433                    60,433                    
P11-0018-DOSS Replace HVAC Equipment at Doss ES 159,285                  159,285                  159,285                  159,285                  233,412                  
P11-0019-GOVAL Repair/Replace Roofing @ Govalle ES 69,243                    69,243                    69,243                    69,243                    69,243                    
P11-0020-NORMN Repair/Replace Roofing @ Norman ES 57,702                    57,702                    57,702                    57,702                    57,702                    
P11-0021-OAKHL Repair/Replace HVAC Equipment at Oak Hill ES & Oak Hill Annex (10,345)                   (10,345)                   (10,345)                   54,545                    54,545                    
G11-0022-GROUP Site Improvements at Becker, Casis, Joslin, Reilly & Walnut Creek ES (9,679)                     (9,679)                     (9,679)                     (9,679)                     (9,679)                     
G11-0023-GROUP Cafeteria Renovations at Govalle, Highland Park, Maplewood , Zavala ES and Pearce MS (212,165)                 (212,165)                 (212,165)                 (212,165)                 (212,165)                 
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G11-0025-GROUP Repair/Replace HVAC Equipment at Brentwood, Clifton Center & Read (120,109)                 (120,109)                 (120,109)                 (120,109)                 (120,109)                 
G11-2907-CUNHM Remediation and Renovations at Cunningham ES (69,021)                   (69,021)                   (69,021)                   (69,021)                   (69,021)                   

TOTALS 317,485                  364,436                  364,436                  492,311                  566,438                  

GROUP 4 (FY 2012 PROJECTS)
P12-0001-BECKR Repair/Replace HVAC @ Becker ES (moved to P10-0028-BECKR) 123,379                  123,379                  123,379                  123,379                  123,379                  
G12-0003-GROUP Repair/Replace HVAC @ Jordan, Ortega & Pecan Springs ES (moved to G10-0032-GROUP) 161,673                  161,673                  161,673                  161,673                  161,673                  
P12-0004-DAWSN Repair/Replace HVAC @ Dawson ES (moved to P10-0031-DAWSN( 107,537                  107,537                  107,537                  107,537                  107,537                  
P12-0005-SUMIT Repair.Replace HVAC @ Norman & Summitt ES (moved to P10-0031-DAWSN) 463,404                  463,404                  463,404                  463,404                  463,404                  
P12-0006-TRVHT Repair/Replace HVAC @ Travis Heights ES (moved to P10-0030-TRVHT) 78,685                    78,685                    78,685                    78,685                    78,685                    

G12-0007-GROUP Install Capacitor Banks @ Garcia and Kealing MS, Celco Center, Metz, Overton and Metz ES 0 0 0 435,636                  435,636                  

G12-0008-GROUP
Install Capacitor Banks @ Burnet and Murchison MS, & Highland Park, Pickle, Pillow, Ortega & Wooldridge
ES 0 0 0 499,699                  499,699                  

G12-0009-GROUP Install Capacitor Banks @ House Park, Garza HS, & Gullet, Maplewood, Pease and Sims ES 0 0 0 384,384                  384,384                  

G12-0010-GROUP Install Capacitor Banks @ Austin HS, Barton Hills, Becker, Dawson, Joslin, Mathews & Travis Heights ES 0 0 0 512,512                  512,512                  
G12-0011-GROUP Install Capacitor Banks @ Ann Richards & O. Henry MS, & Galindo, Sanchez, St. Elmo & Zilker ES 0 0 0 435,635                  435,635                  

G12-0012-GROUP
Install Capacitor Banks @ Bedichek & Paredes MS, Cowan, Pleasant Hill, Williams ES, Pleasant Hill 
Annex & CAC 0 0 0 525,325                  525,325                  

P12-0013-NCES2 New North Central ES 2 (1,570,950)              (1,570,950)              (2,967,511)              (5,724,742)              (6,826,115)              
G12-0016-GROUP Repair/Replace HVAC Equipment at Patton Elementary School & Small Middle School (841,735)                 (841,735)                 (841,735)                 (887,805)                 (887,805)                 
G12-0017-GROUP Repair/Replace HVAC Equipment at Doss & Oak Hill ES & Covington MS (769,639)                 (769,639)                 (769,639)                 (1,247,224)              (1,247,224)              
P12-0018-MENDZ Repair/Replace HVAC Equipment at Mendez Middle Schoo (680,561)                (680,561)               (680,561)               (753,722)               (753,722)               
G12-0019-GROUP Repair/Replace HVAC Equipment at Barton Hills, Harris, Houston, Oak Springs & Ridgetop ES (519,610)                 (519,610)                 (519,610)                 (653,544)                 (653,544)                 
G12-0020-GROUP Repair/Replace HVAC Equipment at Covington MS and Bowie HS (382,914)                 (382,914)                 (382,914)                 (354,979)                 (354,979)                 
P12-0021-MURCH Repair/Replace HVAC Equipment at Murchison Middle School - CSP (361,294)                (361,294)               (361,294)               (318,840)               (318,840)               
G12-0022-GROUP Repair/Replace HVAC Equipment at Davis & Cunningham ES, Fulmore MS & Crockett HS (221,005)                 (221,005)                 (221,005)                 (209,094)                 (209,094)                 
P12-0023-KEALG Replace Built-Up Roofing at Kealing MS (1,726,176)              (1,726,176)              (1,726,176)              (1,812,485)              (1,812,485)              
P12-0024-BROWN Replace Built-Up Roofing at Brown ES (1,013,410)              (1,013,410)              (1,013,410)              (565,159)                 (565,159)                 
P12-0025-TRAVS Replace Built-Up Roofing at Travis HS (885,224)                 (885,224)                 (885,224)                 (950,023)                 (950,023)                 
P12-0026-AUSTN Replace Built-Up Roofing at Austin HS (531,134)                 (531,134)                 (531,134)                 (445,886)                 (445,886)                 
G12-0027-GROUP Replace Electrical Equipment at Pleasant Hill Annex & Sunset Valley & Wooten ES (729,307)                 (729,307)                 (729,307)                 (366,996)                 (366,996)                 
G12-0028-GROUP Replace/Modify Electrical Equipment at Allan ES & Crockett & Travis HS (422,432)                 (237,941)                 (237,941)                 (402,183)                 (402,183)                 
P12-0029-ANDRS Replace Elevator at Anderson HS (150,225)                 (150,225)                 (150,225)                 (150,225)                 (150,225)                 
P12-0030-ZAVAL Replace Kitchen Flooring at Zavala ES (55,638)                  (55,638)                 (55,638)                 (53,416)                 (53,416)                 
G12-0031-GROUP Repair/Replace Plumbing at Martin MS & Reagan & Travis HS (417,203)                 (417,203)                 (417,203)                 (312,539)                 (312,539)                 
P12-0032-ESMHS Repair/Replace Plumbing at Eastside Memorial HS (416,796)                 (416,796)                 (416,796)                 (296,443)                 (296,443)                 
G12-0033-GROUP Repair/Replace Plumbing at Barton Hills, Govalle & Zavala ES (345,741)                 (260,791)                 (265,992)                 (292,131)                 (292,131)                 
G12-0034-GROUP Repair/Replace Plumbing at Allison, Langford, Walnut Creek & Wooten ES & Pearce MS (257,758)                 (257,758)                 (257,758)                 (145,507)                 (145,507)                 
P12-0035-WEBB Relieve North Central Overcrowding by Expansion at Webb MS (2,048,188)              (2,048,188)              (2,048,188)              (2,048,188)              (2,048,188)              
P12-0036-DOBIE Relieve North Central Overcrowding by Expansion at Dobie MS (1,845,040)              (1,845,040)              (1,845,040)              (1,845,040)              (1,845,040)              
P12-0037-REILY Relieve North Central Overcrowding by Expansion @ Reilly ES (238,000)                (238,000)               (238,000)               (238,000)               (238,000)               
P12-0039-ALLAN In-District Charter School: College Preparation at Allan ES (430,040)                 (430,040)                 (430,040)                 (430,040)                 (430,040)                 
G12-0040-GROUP Graduation Pathways Education Program at Lanier & Travis HS (380,390)                 (380,390)                 (380,390)                 (380,390)                 (380,390)                 
G12-0041-GROUP North Alternative Education Learning Support Centers @ Secondary Schools (210,000)                 (210,000)                 (210,000)                 (210,000)                 (210,000)                 
G12-0042-GROUP South Alternative Education Learning Support Centers @ Secondary Schools (210,000)                 (210,000)                 (210,000)                 (210,000)                 (210,000)                 
P12-0044-BARTH Repair/Replace Storm Water Damage Improvements @ Barton Hills ES (84,950)                   (84,950)                   (84,950)                   (84,950)                   
P12-0045-CRCKT Replace/modify electrical equipment at Crockett HS (102,453)                 (102,453)                 (76,438)                   (76,438)                   
G12-0046-TRAVS Replace/modify electrical equipment at Lanier and Travis HS (12,572)                   (12,572)                   (19,282)                   (19,282)                   
P12-0048-LNIER Install Theater Stage Rigging at Lanier HS 0 0 0 0
P12-0049-ALLAN Replace/modify electrical Lighting Equipmnet at Allan ES (69,466)                   (69,466)                   (33,996)                   (33,996)                   

TOTALS (16,725,732)            (16,725,732)            (18,127,494)            (17,791,398)            (18,892,771)            

GROUP 6 (MULTIPHASE SUPPORT)
P09-0008-HAZP5 Hazard abatement 250,000                  250,000                  250,000                  250,000                  350,000                  
P09-0030-PRMGT Program-wide expenses (3,300,000)              (3,300,000)              (3,300,000)              (3,750,000)              (3,750,000)              
P09-0075-PORTA Portable Transport and Utility, Security & Technology Connnections (900,000)                 (900,000)                 (900,000)                 (900,000)                 (900,000)                 
P09-0076-MOVE Moving Expenses (125,000)                 (125,000)                 (125,000)                 (125,000)                 (75,000)                   

                                                       TOTALS (4,075,000)              (4,075,000)              (4,075,000)              (4,525,000)              (4,375,000)              
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Original Program Contingency                 $23,809,161

** Total Current Surplus Project Funds    $  6,620,533

Interest Earned on Bond Funds               $       39,477

* Current Contingency                              $30,469,171

2008 Bond Program
Contingency Share by Group

Update No. 29: September11, 2012
Current Contingency = $30,469,171 * 

FY09 Contingency
$1,579,281 

(Decreased $147,111 
since last report)

FY10
Contingency $0

** ($6,054,095 of Surplus 
Funds)

FY11 
Contingency  $0

** ($566,438 of Surplus 
Funds)

FY12 Contingency 
$18,892,771 

(Increased $1,101,373 
since last report)

Multi Phase 
Contingency
$4,375,000

 (Decreased $150,000 
since last report)

Available 
Contingency
$5,622,119

 (Decreased $730,414 
since last report)
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